
 
  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

TO:  The Coastal Resources Commission 
 
FROM: Christine A. Goebel, DEQ Assistant General Counsel 
 
DATE:  February 13, 2023 (for the February 22-23, 2023 CRC Meeting) 
 
RE:  Variance Request by Town of Ocean Isle Beach (CRC-VR-23-01) 
 
Petitioner is the Town of Ocean Isle Beach, which owns six road-ends at issue at the east end of 
Town which are used as beach access points.  Following the Town’s groin project, they covered 
existing sandbags with sand and planted vegetation at these six road ends. Due to supply chain 
issues for traditional wooden sand fencing, the Town proposed to use hay and pine straw bales as 
sand fencing. In accordance, with the Commission’s rule at 15A NCAC 7H .0311, DCM 
coordinated with WRC and USFWS during the CAMA minor permit process.  Both agencies 
raised concerns about the use of hay and pine straw bales as sand fencing. On June 6, 2022, DCM 
denied the Town’s CAMA minor permit application based on those concerns about impacts to 
nesting sea turtles. The much of the dry sand beach in the area of the existing boardwalk and central 
business district. The Town now seeks a variance to develop the sand fencing from hay and pine 
straw as proposed in their permit application.  
  
The following additional information is attached to this memorandum: 
 
Attachment A:  Relevant Rules 
Attachment B:  Stipulated Facts 
Attachment C:  Petitioner’s Positions and Staff’s Responses to Variance Criteria 
Attachment D:  Petitioner’s Variance Request Materials 
Attachment E:  Stipulated Exhibits including powerpoint 
 
cc(w/enc.):  Brian Edes, Esq., Petitioner’s Counsel, electronically 
   Mary Lucasse, Special Deputy AG and CRC Counsel, electronically 
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RELEVANT STATUTES OR RULES                                                            APPENDIX A 

15A NCAC 07H .0301 OCEAN HAZARD CATEGORIES 

The Ocean Hazard categories of AECs encompass the natural hazard areas along the Atlantic 
Ocean shoreline where, because of their vulnerability to erosion or other adverse effects of sand, 
wind, and water, uncontrolled or incompatible development could endanger life or property. Ocean 
hazard areas include beaches, frontal dunes, inlet lands, and other areas in which geologic, 
vegetative and soil conditions indicate a substantial possibility of excessive erosion or flood 
damage. 

15A NCAC 07H .0302 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE OCEAN HAZARD CATEGORY 

(a) Hazards associated with ocean shorelines are due to the constant forces exerted by waves, 
winds, and currents upon the unstable sands that form the shore. During storms, these forces are 
intensified and can cause changes in the bordering landforms and to structures located on them. 
Ocean hazard area property is in the ownership of a large number of private individuals as well as 
several public agencies and is used by a vast number of visitors to the coast. Ocean hazard areas 
are critical due to both the severity of the hazards and the intensity of interest in the areas. 

(b) The location and form of the various hazard area landforms, in particular the beaches, dunes, 
and inlets, are in a permanent state of flux, responding to meteorologically induced changes in the 
wave climate. For this reason, the siting of development on and near these landforms shall be 
subject to the provisions in this Section in order to avoid loss or damage. The flexible nature of 
these landforms presents hazard to development situation immediately on them and offers 
protection to the land, water, and structures located landward of them. The value of each landform 
lies in the particular role it plays in affording protection to life and property. Development shall 
not diminish the energy dissipation and sand storage capacities of the landforms essential to the 
maintenance of the landforms' protective function. 

15A NCAC 07H .0303 MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE OF OCEAN HAZARD AREAS 

(a) The CRC recognizes that absolute safety from the destructive forces of the Atlantic shoreline 
is an impossibility for development located adjacent to the coast. The loss of life and property to 
these forces, however, can be greatly reduced by the proper location and design of structures and 
by care taken in prevention of damage to natural protective features particularly primary and 
frontal dunes. Therefore, it is the CRC's objective that development in ocean hazard areas shall be 
sited to minimize danger to life and property and achieve a balance between the financial, safety 
and social factors that are involved in hazard area development.  

(b) The rules set forth in this Section shall further the goals set out in G.S. 113A-102(b), to 
minimize losses to life and property resulting from storms and long-term erosion, prevent 
encroachment of permanent structures on public beach areas, preserve the natural ecological 
conditions of the barrier dune and beach systems, and reducing the public costs of development 
within ocean hazard areas, and protect common-law and statutory public rights of access to and 
use of the lands and waters of the coastal area. 
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15A NCAC 07H .0304 AECS WITHIN OCEAN HAZARD AREAS  

The ocean hazard AECs contain all of the following areas: 

(1) Ocean Erodible Area.  This is the area where there exists a substantial possibility of 
excessive erosion and significant shoreline fluctuation.  The oceanward boundary of this area is 
the mean low water line.  The landward extent of this area is the distance landward from the 
vegetation line as defined in 15A NCAC 07H .0305(a)(5) to the recession line established by 
multiplying the long term annual erosion rate times 90; provided that, where there has been no 
long term erosion or the rate is less than two feet per year, this distance shall be set at  180 feet 
landward from the vegetation line.  For the purposes of this Rule, the erosion rates are the long-
term average based on available historical data. The current long-term average erosion rate data 
for each segment of the North Carolina coast is depicted on maps entitled “North Carolina 2019 
Oceanfront Setback Factors & Long-Term Average Annual Erosion Rate Update Study” and 
approved by the Coastal Resources Commission on February 28, 2019 (except as such rates may 
be varied in individual contested cases or in declaratory or interpretive rulings).  In all cases, the 
rate of shoreline change shall be no less than two feet of erosion per year. The maps are available 
without cost from any Local Permit Officer or the Division of Coastal Management on the internet 
at http://www.nccoastalmanagement.net. 

 

15A NCAC 07H .0311 INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF SAND FENCING 

(a) Sand fencing may only be installed for the purpose of building sand dunes by trapping 
windblown sand, for the protection of the dune(s) and vegetation (planted or existing). 

(b) Sand fencing shall not be installed in a manner that impedes or restricts existing public access 
to the beach, recreational use of the beach, or emergency vehicle access. Sand fencing shall not be 
installed in a manner that impedes or restricts established common law and statutory rights of 
public access and use of public trust lands and waters. 

(c) Sand fencing shall not be installed in a manner that impedes, traps or otherwise 
endangers sea turtles, sea turtle nests or sea turtle hatchlings. CAMA permit applications 
for sand fencing shall be subject to review by the Wildlife Resources Commission and the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in order to determine whether or not the proposed design or 
installation will have an adverse impact on sea turtles or other threatened or endangered 
species. 

(d) Non-functioning, damaged, or unsecured sand fencing shall be removed by the property owner. 

(d) Sand fencing shall not be placed on the wet sand beach area. 
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STIPULATED FACTS                                                                            ATTACHMENT B 

 
1. Petitioner Town of Ocean Isle Beach (“Town”) is a North Carolina municipal 
corporation and body politic organized and existing in Brunswick County, North Carolina.  
The Town is represented by Brian E. Edes, of the law firm of Crossley McIntosh Collier 
Hanley & Edes, PLLC located in Wilmington, North Carolina. 
 
2. The Town owns the street-ends which run generally perpendicular to the ocean and 
dead-end at the beach.  These streets were publicly dedicated to and accepted by the Town, 
as shown on the recorded plats and Powell Bill roll attached as stipulated exhibits. These 
road-ends are used for beach access.  In this variance, the six street-end sites at issue are 
(moving east to west at the eastern end of the island) the east end of E. 3rd Street, Columbia 
Street, Shallotte Boulevard, Charlotte Street, Durham Street and Lumberton Street. The 
bales are proposed to be placed within the same requirements as normal wooden slat and 
wire sand fencing.  With the exception of the area along E. Third St., public access is 
provided at each street end.  The minimum opening for public access at these sites would 
be 8’. The street end placement areas for each street measure as follows: 
 
Lumberton St – 50’ 
Durham St – 50’ 
Charlotte St – 50’ 
Shallotte Blvd – 100’ 
Columbia St – 50’ 
Area along sandbags adjacent to E. Third St – 212’ 
Total linear footage:  512’ – 40’ (footage for public access) = 472’ 
 
3. These six sites are at the east end of the Town and the approximate distance from 
the western-most Durham Street site to the eastern-most east end of E. 3rd Street site is 
about a half-mile. 
 
4. The Town’s six sites at issue in this variance are located within the Ocean Hazard 
Area of Environmental Concern.  While the current (old) Inlet Hazard Area ends at the 
appropriate location of the groin, the pending (new) Inlet Hazard Area extends west past 
the western-most site at Lumberton Street and encompasses all six sites. A copy of the old 
and new Inlet Hazard AEC boundaries in the area of the Site are attached as a stipulated 
exhibit. The Commission’s average annual erosion rates used for determining erosion 
setbacks for the sites (moving west to east) are 2 feet per year for Lumberton Street, 4 feet 
per year for Durham and Charlotte Streets, and 5 feet per year for Shallotte Boulevard, E. 
3rd Street, and Columbia Street, as shown on a picture of the DCM map viewer with the 
erosion rate blocks viewer. 
 
5. For several decades, the Town has contended with chronic erosion along the 
easternmost portion of the Town’s oceanfront shoreline.  Over the years, the Town has 
implemented various measures to address this erosion in attempts to stem the economic 
losses resulting from damages to structures due to hurricane and storm activity, as well as 
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the loss of beachfront land due to the ongoing shoreline erosion along the east end of the 
island in proximity to Shallotte Inlet.  
 
6. In 2001, the United States Army Corps of Engineers’ (USACE) first nourished the 
beach through the Town’s Coastal Storm Risk Reduction (CSRM) project, however, due 
to the chronic erosion along the east end, the USACE’s pre-project cost/benefit analysis 
determined that placing material east of Shallotte Blvd. should not be included in the 
project leaving that area vulnerable.  Accordingly, no material was placed east of Shallotte 
Blvd. as part of the CRSM project. 
 
7. In response, the Town and many private property owners installed sandbag 
revetments along approximately 1,400 feet of shoreline, beginning at a point just west of 
Shallotte Boulevard and extending east to 469 East 3rd Street. Most of the sandbags were 
initially installed around 2005 and have been periodically repaired and replaced as some 
of the bag revetments have failed under the continued landward retreat of the shoreline.  
 
8. Due to continued erosion, the sandbag revetment was extended 400 feet to the west 
just past Charlotte Street in 2012.  
 
9. Per the CAMA at G.S. 113A-115.1 and 15A NCAC 7H .0308(a) these sandbag 
revetments are not authorized to provide permanent shoreline protection solution for the 
impacted area. Accordingly, working with CPE as their coastal engineer, the Town sought 
and received permits to construct a terminal groin in 2016. A copy of CAMA Major Permit 
No. 107-16 is attached as a stipulated exhibit. 
 
10. Following a delay due to NEPA-related federal litigation where the Town 
ultimately prevailed, the Town’s terminal groin project was completed in April of 2022. 
The groin project included a 1,050 ft long terminal groin structure located approximately 
one block east of Columbia Street, just east of the easternmost building along the 
oceanfront shoreline.  The project also included approximately 270,000 cy of beach fill 
sand to form an “accretion fillet” placed immediately to the west of the groin structure. 
According to Mr. Rosov of Coastal Protection Engineering of North Carolina, Inc., the 
Town’s contractor for the project, collectively, this project was designed to provide long-
term protection to the easternmost 3,000 ft of the Town’s oceanfront shoreline. A copy of 
Mr. Rosov’s December 2, 2022 letter regarding the variance request and a copy of his CV 
are attached as stipulated exhibits.  
 
11. Following the construction of the terminal groin and associated beach fill project, 
the Town covered many of the sandbags within the project area with stockpiled sand to 
create “starter dunes” to provide additional protection.  The Town also planted dune 
vegetation atop these “starter dunes” to help increase their stability as the roots begin to 
grow and to trap aeolian- transported sand thereby functioning to build the dune in size 
over time.  The Town’s consultant Mr. Rosov contends that to date these starter dunes do 
not provide adequate protection from storm events.  
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12. Commission rules at 15A NCAC 7H .0308(a)(2)(J) allow sandbags to remain on a 
site if they remain covered by sand. Any portion of the temporary erosion control structure 
that becomes exposed above grade after the expiration of the permitted time shall be 
removed by the property owner within 30 days of official notification from DCM. 
 
13. According to Mr. Rosov, from a coastal engineering perspective, the utilization of 
sand fencing to facilitate dune growth along the landward portion of the beach is 
recommended. In Mr. Rosov’s opinion, ultimately a robust dune along the east end of 
Ocean Isle Beach could help prevent storm-induced flooding.  
 
14. The condition of the east end of the Town remains vulnerable to storm event over 
wash given the lack of a dune system in that area, though this area has the newly installed 
terminal groin, the groin’s fillet, and the existing sandbags covered with sand and vegetated 
as described in other stipulated facts.  
15. On November 10, 2021, the Coastal Resources Commission (“CRC”) met in 
Atlantic Beach, North Carolina.  According to the meeting minutes, a copy of which are 
attached as a stipulated exhibit, during the Executive Secretary’s Report portion of the 
meeting,  Division of Coastal Management (“DCM”) Director Braxton Davis reported that 
“last weekend a coastal low-pressure system combined with king tides caused impacts due 
to flooding and ocean over wash in numerous areas”.  Director Davis went on to report that 
“[w]e are aware that some sandbags were over-washed in Ocean Isle”. 
 
16. Later in that meeting, during the Coastal Resources Advisory Council’s (“CRAC”) 
Report to the CRC, the meeting minutes reflect that CRAC Chair Greg "Rudi" Rudolph 
reported that the CRAC “also discussed the possibility of using hay bales in lieu of sand 
fencing. Figure Eight Island property owners have been trying this approach and reports 
that it is working well”. CRC Chair Renee Cahoon then directed staff to “look at rule 
amendments that would allow the use of hay bales”.  
 
17. The hay bales used at Figure Eight Island were initially placed on two lots with for 
a total approximate total shoreline length of 200 feet in May of 2015 without CAMA permit 
authorization. DCM staff along with Staff with the WRC met with Figure Eight Island 
HOA at these lots to observe the unauthorized hay bales. In an effort to bring the 
unpermitted development into compliance, Figure Eight HOA agreed to remove the 
unauthorized hay bales and then submitted a CAMA Minor Permit application on August 
12, 2015. Prior to the issuance of that Permit DCM sought agency comments from both 
WRC and   U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“USFWS”).  USFWS responded that they 
“don't have much more concerns for these structures than for sand fencing”.   WRC 
responded in part, they believed the use of hay bales as sand fencing “could have merit”, 
that “[i]t appears from an earlier endeavor that the bales will do reasonably well catching 
the sand” and that “it would be nice to only allow the bale installation on an experimental 
basis”.  WRC suggested that if allowed, the hay bales should be monitored by way of 
“picture documentation on a monthly / seasonal / storm event basis (nothing intensive) and 
stated a concern regarding bale decomposition”.  On August 31, 2015, DCM staff issued 
CAMA Minor Development Permit 15-48 authorizing the use of hay bales as send sand 
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fencing on Figure Eight Island, a copy of which is attached as a stipulated exhibit, along 
with the CAMA minor permit application and WRC and USFWS comment emails. 
 
18. The Hay bales installed on Figure Eight Island were in place for no more than a few 
months due to storm activity which washed them away. The Memo referenced below states 
that early site visits and photographs of the site indicated that hay bales did capture and 
hold sand within the first month of placement on the site. 
 
19. In response to Chair Cahoon’s direction, on January 28, 2022, DCM Assistant 
Major Permit Coordinator Curt Weychert drafted a memorandum for the CRC regarding 
the possible use of hay bales as an alternative to sand fencing in the 7K sand fencing 
exemption rule. (” Memo”). The Memo bears the subject line of “Amendments to 15A 
NCAC 7K .0212 – Installation and Maintenance of Sand Fencing.  A copy of this Memo 
is attached as a Stipulated Exhibit. 
 
20. In the DCM Memo, Mr. Weychert outlined the criteria for sand fencing and 
described the process of using hay bales by Figure 8 Island, including permit conditions 
proposed by the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission (“WRC”) limiting the 
height to one bale and removal of bindings on the bales.  
 
21. The Memo concludes with the following recommendation to the CRC: 
 
To date, no CAMA permit applications for the use of hay bales as sand fencing 
have been denied. At this time, DCM Staff recommends maintaining the current 
minor permitting process for hay bales until more information can be gathered from 
multiple sites across the state and further analyzed by resource agencies. 
 
 
22. On February 10, 2022, the CRC met in Beaufort, North Carolina.  During that 
meeting Mr. Weychert conveyed the contents of the Memo including DCM Staff’s 
recommendation to the CRC Chair and Members.  The minutes of that meeting, a copy of 
which are attached as a stipulated exhibit, do not reflect any opposition being voiced to 
said recommendation. 
 
23. Town Mayor Debbie Smith and Assistant Town Administrator Justin Whiteside 
attended the November 21, 2021, CRC meeting. Assistant Town Administrator Justin 
Whiteside attended the February 10, 2022, CRC meetings.  After attending these meetings 
and observing the discussion concerning the use of hay bales as a potential alternative to 
traditional sand fencing, the Town decided to pursue the installation of hay bales along 
various sections of the east end of the island.  The Town’s submission of the permit 
application for the hay bales coincided with the completion of the terminal groin 
construction project (April 2022). A letter describing this timeline drafted by Assistant 
Town Administrator Justin Whiteside is attached as a stipulated exhibit. 
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24. The Town submitted a CAMA minor permit application dated April 6, 2022 to 
DCM proposing to utilize hay bales for the installation of sand fencing at the six street ends 
noted in the facts above.  

 
25. DCM received the Town’s permit application on April 14, 2022.  Although the 
Town’s original application requested the use of hay bales only, DCM staff requested that 
the Town try both hay bales and pine straw bales so DCM could compare the effectiveness 
of each type.  On May 10, 2022, DCM wrote to the Town asking for additional information 
regarding the proposed project.  
 
26. As part of the CAMA Minor Permit process, the Town sent notice of the application 
to the adjacent riparian owners of the six sites. Copies of the notice letters, the certified 
mail receipts and the tracking information are attached as stipulated exhibits. No objections 
to the proposed development from neighbors or the public were received by DCM. 
 
27. On May 6, 2022 DCM Field Representative Brendan Brock emailed Maria Dunn, 
Coastal Coordinator for WRC a copy of the Town’s permit application and site plan which 
depicted the areas where the Town would be utilizing both hay and pine straw bales as 
requested by DCM. 
 
28. On June 14, 2022, the WRC expressed concerns about the town’s proposed use of 
bales for sand fencing as “they have undetermined impacts that should be vetted prior to 
allowance”.  In addition, WRC stated: 
 
The direct, secondary, and cumulative impacts bales may have on these resources 
coast wide is unknown and should be discussed in more detail prior to the inclusion 
of bales as a management tool by the NCDCM. No information has been found 
regarding bale use on ocean shorelines in other states, so previously studied 
examples cannot be compared. Therefore, we request additional conversation occur 
between the NCDCM, NCWRC, and United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) to discuss impacts bales may have in the immediate area of installation, 
the cumulative impact they may have on repeat installations in the same area, the 
cumulative impact they may have on habitats with coast wide use, and the 
regulation of use if determined to be an appropriate tool. These discussions should 
occur prior to the issuance of any permits or allowances of bales on ocean 
shorelines.   
 
29. On June 16, 2022, the USFWS emailed DCM stating that USFWS generally agreed 
with NCWRC’s comments. 
 
30. On June 16 2022, DCM denied the Town’s CAMA Minor Permit application 
seeking to install hay bales and pine straw bales at the six road-end sites on the east end.  
DCM informed the Town that their CAMA Minor Permit application must be denied as it 
was deemed inconsistent with 15A NCAC 07H.0311(c) based on: 
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Sand fencing shall not be installed in a manner that impedes, traps or otherwise endangers 
sea turtles, sea turtle nests or sea turtle hatchlings. CAMA permit applications for sand 
fencing shall be subject to review by the Wildlife Resources Commission and the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service in order to determine whether or not the proposed design or 
installation will have an adverse impact on sea turtles or other threatened or endangered 
species. 
 
31. Upon receipt of the CAMA permit denial letter the Town shared WRC’s and 
USFWS’s stated concerns with by Coastal Protection Engineering of North Carolina, Inc. 
(“CPE”). Through a December 2, 2022 letter, CPE Senior Biologist Brad Rosov stated his 
opinion about the pros and cons of the use of hay bales as sand fencing, concluding that 
the benefits outweigh the potential for negative impacts caused by perceived risks. A copy 
of this letter is attached as a stipulated exhibit. 
  
32. At the September 22, 2022 CRC meeting where the Commission discussed a 
proposed rule about a minimum vegetation growing period for planted vegetation, Mr. 
Mairs described speaking with Steve Mercer at Coastal Transplants about this issue. A 
copy of those minutes is attached as a stipulated exhibit.  
 
33. On September 30, 2022, the east end of Ocean Isle experienced overwash due to 
the effects of Hurricane Ian.  These effects are depicted in pictures taken by Mr. Hill 
attached as stipulated exhibits along with his statement about the photos. 
 
34. The Town asserts that the desire to utilize bale fencing is a result of the 
unavailability of traditional sand fencing due to supply chain delays and material shortages 
coupled with labor shortages. The Town further asserts that These shortages have been 
observed by CPE.  CPE contacted Mr. Peter McClintock, owner of Emerald Forest 
Landscaping, to inquire about the future availability of sand fencing material.  CPE was 
informed that of the two main wholesale suppliers, one is currently providing materials 
exclusively to Emerald Forest Landscaping who is currently backordered with other 
customers and the other supplier, a smaller company, is also faced with a backlog and is 
not accepting new orders at this time.    
 
35. As recently as January 10, 2023, the Town’s customary sand fence vendor, Green 
Resource, informed the Town that sand fence “[m]anufacturers are experiencing more than 
normal backlogs due to raw material cost and labor shortages as well. We are outsourcing 
this product from other sources but currently do not have a lead time on availability and 
delivery”. A 1-10-23 letter from Green Resource is attached as a stipulated exhibit. 
 
36. After receiving the Town’s variance petition, DCM reached out to some contractors 
and towns to ask what their experience with obtaining sand fencing has been recently. 
DCM Minor Permit Coordinator Robb Mairs contacted the Town of Wrightsville Beach 
who indicated that their last purchase of sand fence was in May of 2022 and that in addition 
to the “slightly longer wait” there was a “drastic price increase.” Green Resource in Supply, 
NC has been the Town of Wrightsville Beach’s supplier for many years. DCM Elizabeth 
City District Manager Ron Renaldi reached out to a beach-push contractor who said that 
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after a few weeks of no supply, Kempsville Building Materials recently got a truckload 
which sold out quickly and appears to have been used in the Corolla area. 
 
37. On January 3, 2023 DCM LPO Minor Permits Coordinator Robb Mairs 
disseminated an email to LPOs providing guidance to Towns and property owners with 
respect to the use of Christmas Trees in dune restoration and/or beach sand fencing, and 
when the 7K exemption was appropriate and when a CAMA Minor Permit was needed A 
copy of this email and the attached guidance document are attached as a stipulated exhibit. 
 
38. For purposes of this variance application, Petitioner stipulates that the proposed 
development is inconsistent with the Commission’s rules from which it seeks a variance, 
including 15A NCAC 7H. .0311(c). 
 
39. After receiving the Town’s Variance Petition, DCM sent a copy of the petition to 
WRC and USFWS and asked them to provide any comments on the petition to DCM. 
Through a January 27, 2023 letter, a copy of which is attached as a stipulated exhibit, 
USFWS stated its continuing concerns about the use of stray/hay bales to be used as sand 
fencing, specifically as it related to sea turtles. USFWS also stated concerns that a study 
project could incorrectly give oceanfront owners the impression they were approved state-
wide. Through a January 31, 2023 letter, a copy of which is attached as a stipulated exhibit, 
WRC stated its continuing concerns about the use of straw/hay bales, most specifically 
regarding impacts to sea turtles. WRC also indicated that while there could be an 
opportunity for a study, it “should involve significant consultation between NCWRC, 
NCDCM, and USFWS staff…” DCM subsequently forwarded the WRC and USFWS 
comments to the Town on January 30th and 31st respectively, for their review. 
 
40. On January 30, 2021, along with new comments from WRC and USFWS, DCM 
provided contact information for UNCW Professor Dr. Zachary Long and Steve Mercer of 
Coastal Transplants as they had expressed interest to DCM in working with the Town on 
a potential monitoring program. Justin Whiteside, the Town’s Assistant Manager contacted 
Mr. Mercer (see fact below) but did not contact Dr. Long. 
 
41. In Response, the Town contacted Steve Mercer.  On February 8, 2023 Mr. Mercer 
corresponded with Assistant Town Administrator Justin Whiteside, stating, the following: 
 
I would like to respond in writing to your questions about sand fence and supply 
chain issues over the [past several years. My order wait time in 2019 was a average 
of 2-3 weeks for of season sand fence. Since 2019 we have seen that wait time 
extend to 9-11 months due to the delays in receiving materials and the lack of labor 
due to covid concerns and Covid workplace protocols. A phone call placed today 
reviled a 4 month wait for fence even in the off season. Also, as can be expected, 
the cost of a delivered roll of sand fence in 2018 was $35.00 and the last shipment 
I received from the same manufacture in April of 2022 was $62.37. That included 
an incentive to “RUSH” my order that I had been waiting on for 9 months. The 
fence I bought off the open market in October/November was $81.00 a roll 
delivered from a broker out of Washington State. 
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I have always tried to keep several truckloads at my shop so I would never be 
without, but even my supplies dwindled to nothing in late 2021-2022. In order to 
complete contracts, I was having to buy fence from hardware stores, brokers, and 
distributors all across the US. 
 
Our discussion also led to the use of hay bales. I am in favor with caveat of no grass 
bales. Commonly available wheat or oat straw with twine or clean pine straw with 
twine would be fine. Pine straw bales should not contain broom grass or broom 
sage so I would advise a harvested straw. I thought the town [Ocean Isle Beach] 
had been asked to try both and I was looking forward to seeing the results for sand 
trapping and the pros and cons of each. 
 
42. To minimize impacts to wildlife, the Town proposes to remove any ties or ropes 
from the bales during installation. The Town proposes to monitor the status of the bale sand 
fencing post installation. This monitoring will consist of picture documentation on a 
monthly, seasonal, and post storm basis.  The Town will likewise provide a statement 
regarding the status of bale decomposition.  The aim of this monitoring will be to document 
bale effectiveness, material durability (intactness and decomposition), and the bale 
fencing’s effect on the surrounding habitat.   If requested, the Town agrees to erect signage 
at the project site that informs the public that the bale fencing project is a pilot study. The 
Town proposed this monitoring after receiving the most recent late-January concerns from 
WRC and USFWS. 
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Stipulated Exhibits:  
 
1. Town Plats of dedicated streets at the six sites and Powell Bill roll showing subject 

streets 
2. Image from DCM Map Viewer showing current and pending Inlet Hazard AEC  
3. Image from DCM Map Viewer showing erosion rates at the sites 
4. Town’s Terminal Groin permit- CAMA Major Permit No. 107-16 
5. Rosov (CPE) 12/2/22 Statement and CV 
6. November 2021 CRC Meeting Minutes  
7. Figure Eight Island’s 2015 CAMA Minor Permit 15-48 with application and emails 

from WRC/USFWS 
8. 1-28-22 Memo from DCM to CRC re Use of Hay Bales 
9. February 2022 CRC Meeting Minutes 
10. Justin Whiteside 1-10-23 letter 
11. CAMA Minor Permit application and related materials dated 4-6-22 
12. May 10, 2022 Add Info Letter to OIB 
13. Notice of permit application to adjacent riparian owners with receipts and tracking 
14. 5-6-22 email from DCM to WRC with permit application 
15. 6-14-22 WRC’s Response to application 
16. 6-16-22 USFWS’s Response to application 
17. 6-6-22 Denial Letter 
18. September 2022 CRC Minutes 
19. Photos of Hurricane Ian overwash and Mr. Hill’s signed statement 
20. 1-3-23 Email from DCM to LPOs re: Christmas Trees 
21. 1-27-23 Response from WRC re variance petition 
22. 1-27-23 Response from USFWS re variance petition 
23. Powerpoint of aerial/ground level photos of the sites and surrounding area 
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PETITIONERS’ and STAFF’S POSITIONS                                              ATTACHMENT C 

I. Will strict application of the applicable development rules, standards, or orders 
issued by the Commission cause the petitioner unnecessary hardships? If so, the 
petitioner must identify the hardships. 

 
Petitioner’s Position: Yes. 

In April of 2022, the Town completed the construction of a properly permitted terminal groin at 
the east end of the Town.  The groin was necessitated to combat the severe erosion the Town has 
been experiencing in that area for decades.  Since that time the Town has attempted to create a 
dune system adjacent to the groin by covering the previously placed permitted sandbags in the area 
with sand followed by planting dune vegetation atop these “starter dunes”.  To date these efforts 
have not created a dune system sufficient to provide protection.  As recently as September 30, 
2022 the Town experienced extreme storm over wash in this area.  The Town, in good faith and 
based on information provided at the November 2021 and February 2022 CRAC/CRC meeting 
applied for a permit to install bale sand fencing in this area.  Traditional sand fencing materials are 
not readily available due to supply chain delays as well as material and labor shortages.  If the 
Town is not authorized to utilize hay bale sand fencing the Town will most likely have to wait a 
significant amount of time to obtain traditional sand fencing which will consequently leave the 
subject unprotected and vulnerable.   

The tax base in the area adjacent to the groin is valued at in excess of $16,500,000.  This is 
exclusive of the public infrastructure servicing these properties such as public water and sewer 
infrastructure, public roadways (including some State-owned roadways), electrical, telephone, 
cable, and internet infrastructure.    Given the availability of bale fencing, the supply problems 
with traditional fencing, and  the prior success of the Figure Eight Island sand fencing, and the 
lack of any scientific data supporting the concerns expressed in the denial letter, the Town’s 
continued hardship is unnecessary and would be ameliorated if the requested variance is granted.  

Staff’s Position: No. 

The Town seeks a variance from 7H .0311(c) which states: 

Sand fencing shall not be installed in a manner that impedes, traps or otherwise 
endangers sea turtles, sea turtle nests or sea turtle hatchlings. CAMA permit 
applications for sand fencing shall be subject to review by the Wildlife Resources 
Commission and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in order to determine whether 
or not the proposed design or installation will have an adverse impact on sea turtles 
or other threatened or endangered species. 

In this case, DCM asked both the Wildlife Resources Commission (WRC) and the US Fish & 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) to review the project during the application review process as well as 
to review the Town’s variance petition. Their responses are attached as stipulated exhibits. While 
the responses to the variance petition were more robust, both agencies have been consistent in 
raising concerns about the use of hay, straw, or pine straw bales as sand fencing. These concerns 
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include the potential obstruction of nesting habitat, potential for invasive species within the bales, 
and decomposition of the bales and resulting temperature impacts on sea turtle nests. They also 
raised concerns about the possible cumulative impacts of the use of bales coast-wide in the state, 
especially given the lack of data regarding this proposed use. USFWS did not recommend the 
approval of the proposed use by OIB as a pilot project due to the potential impacts and also “the 
ease with which these structures may be installed” and the resulting enforcement problems. WRC 
acknowledged there may be “an opportunity to consider a related research project on bales as a 
potential alternative to sand fencing” but they did not believe a study is appropriate for this 
proposal and that such a study couldn’t be adequately designed in the timeframe of this variance 
hearing.  The Town proposes (in the stipulated facts, not as part of their application) to provide 
photographs and statements about decomposition, which is what was done at Figure Eight Island, 
for the few months before those bales were washed away. 

Staff notes that characterizing the Figure Eight Island experience as a “success” is an 
overstatement, though that may have been the term attributed to Mr. Rudolph in his CRAC report 
from the official minutes of the CRC meeting.  The unpermitted bales initially placed were there 
removed after approximately six weeks and the permitted bales remained only a matter of months 
before being washed away. While the photos show some collection of sand, Staff note that they 
washed out in a storm in the fall of 2015. Beyond photos of the bales, not much was learned from 
their use, particularly regarding concerns about invasive species, temperature impacts and potential 
interference with nesting habitat. 

DCM notes that 15A NCAC 7J .0703(d) allows that “In the event that the Commission cannot 
reach a final decision because it determines that more facts are necessary, it shall remand the matter 
to staff and the petitioner with instruction for the parties to either agree to the necessary fact(s) or 
to request a hearing in the Office of Administrative Hearings.” Staff also note that the Commission 
may “impose reasonable and appropriate conditions and safeguards upon any variance it grants.” 
G.S. 113A-120.1(b).  

In this case, Staff recommend that any hardship in this case is necessary where the WRC and 
USFWS have stated concerns about the use of straw or pine straw bales as sand fencing as it relates 
to possibly negative impacts on nesting sea turtles. Staff contend that any hardship is a result of 
both the real supply chain issues for traditional wood sand fencing, and the Town’s choice not to 
develop a scientific monitoring plan in collaboration with WRC and USFWS prior to this variance 
hearing. While photographs may have been all that was requested by the agencies in 2015 for a 
smaller project, recent comments on the proposal from these agencies indicate that level of 
monitoring is insufficient for the agencies to evaluate the potential impacts and implications of 
broader use of bales as sand fencing in North Carolina. Staff recommend that the Commission 
direct Staff, Petitioner, WRC and USFWS to work together to develop and implement a monitoring 
or research plan that addresses sea turtle concerns.  
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II. Do such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the petitioner's property such 
as the location, size, or topography of the property? Explain.  

Petitioner’s Position: Yes. 

The East End of the Town has experienced such significant erosion over the years the Town sought 
and obtained permits to construct a terminal groin.  Now that the groin has been constructed the 
adjacent area remains unprotected despite the positive effects of the groin.  The fact that the groin 
exists adjacent to the subject proposed project area demonstrates that the conditions creating the 
hardship are peculiar given there have only been two groins constructed in the state.  

It is also important to note that when originally constructed, the above-described tax base and 
infrastructure was not “front or second row” from the oceanfront and the present threat is due to 
erosion, not to any act attributable to the Town. 

Staff’s Position: No. 

While the east end of the Town has experienced chronic erosion over the years, they have recently 
completed the terminal groin and fillet. Instead of removing the existing sandbags (at the Town’s 
street-ends and the private homes), they covered them with sand and planted portions of those 
covered bags with vegetation to create “starter dunes” with the hope that this planted vegetation, 
in conjunction with sand fencing, will collect more sand over time and grow into naturalized dunes.  

Any hardship is due to the difficulty in obtaining traditional wooden sand fencing and the lack of 
data regarding the use of bales as a reasonable alternative to traditional wooden sand fence. These 
are not hardships caused by conditions peculiar to the property, such as size, location or 
topography. 

 

III. Do the hardships result from actions taken by the petitioner?  Explain. 

Petitioner’s Position: No. 

The Petitioners have done nothing to accelerate or otherwise aggravate the erosion problem at the 
east end of Town. Moreover, the Town constructed the groin to combat this erosion problem.  The 
Town is not responsible for the supply chain delays affecting the availability of traditional sand 
fencing.  Moreover, acted in good faith and based on its understanding of the DCM’s 
recommendations regarding the use of bale sand fencing.   
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Staff’s Position: No. 

While Staff acknowledge that the Town did not cause the hardships regarding the availability of 
traditional wood sand fencing, staff did recommend pausing before proceeding with this variance 
in order to meet and collaborate with WRC and USFWS, and to potentially work with Dr. Long at 
UNCW or Mr. Mercer of Coastal Transplants to develop a more robust monitoring plan/study in 
order to bring a detailed, collaborative plan for consideration by the Commission in the context of 
this variance. While the Town has not done anything to accelerate erosion, Staff contends that 
since the variance here is related to potential turtle impacts from straw bales as a sand fence 
alternative (denial was based on 7H .0311(c)), the hardship would have to be related to that issue 
(see Factor 1, above). 

 

IV. Will the variance requested by the petitioner (1) be consistent with the spirit, purpose, 
and intent of the rules, standards or orders issued by the Commission; (2) secure the public 
safety and welfare; and (3) preserve substantial justice?  Explain. 

Petitioner’s Position: Yes. 

The variance sought is necessary to preserve and protect the tax base and public infrastructure at 
the east end of the Town.   

As recently as January 3, 2023, DCM disseminated an email to numerous coastal Towns providing 
guidance to Towns and property owners with respect to the authorized use of Christmas Trees for 
use in dune restoration and/or beach sand fencing.   The use of Christmas Trees for dune restoration 
and/or beach sand fencing demonstrates that the use of hay and/or pine bales is consistent with the 
spirit, purpose, and intent of the rules of the Commission. 

The variance sought by the Town will secure public safety and welfare by protecting over 
$16,500,00  of the Town’s tax base and a significant amount of public infrastructure.  It will 
likewise protect and enhance the public beach adjacent to the proposed project. 

The granting of the Town’s requested variance will preserve substantial justice in that the Town 
has expended a significant amount of money to construct the authorized and properly permitted 
groin and justly seeks to protect the adjacent area by installing bale sand fencing.  Likewise, 
substantial justice will be served by granting the variance given the Town’s good faith reliance on 
the bale fencing discussions during the November 2021 and February 2022 CRAC/CRC meetings 
and the DCMs request for the Town to modify its application to include both hale bales and pine 
bales to allow the DCM to see the effects of each.  Substantial justice will also be preserved given 
the fact that the commenting agencies have provided no scientific evidence supporting their stated 
concerns whereas conversely, the Town’s engineer has cited to numerous studies to support the 
Town’s use of bale fencing.  
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Staff’s Position: No. 

The focus of the Town’s argument for this variance is on its need to use bales as sand fencing in 
order to protect the east end road-ends from further erosion where they have constructed “starter 
dunes” over the existing sandbags following the completion of the terminal groin and fillet project 
in the Spring of 2022. This is due to the supply chain issues for wooden fencing. The Town further 
contends that they relied on Staff’s and the Commission’s “recommendation” in February 2022 
about the possibility of using straw and pine straw bales. Staff notes that the use of the word 
“recommendation” is from the Staff’s Memo to the CRC at the February 2022 meeting on this 
issue. It was not a recommendation for applicants to use alternative sand fence materials but was 
Staff’s recommendation of procedurally keeping alternative sand fencing materials reviewed 
through the CAMA Minor Permit process “until more information can be gathered from multiple 
sites across the state and further analyzed by resource agencies.” It is Staff’s understanding that 
the Commission agreed with keeping this process in place instead of undertaking rulemaking to 
change the rules to specifically allow alternative sand fence materials. 

Staff contend that granting a variance with only the Town’s proposal to provide 
monthly/seasonal/post-storm photographs and to report on bale decomposition is not in the spirit, 
purpose, and intent of 7H .0311, which requires DCM to coordinate with WRC and USFWS to 
ensure that sand fencing will not have adverse impacts on sea turtles. These agencies have 
expressed concerns in this case, both in reviewing the permit application and in reviewing the 
variance petition. Staff suggests that granting a variance for the use of straw/pine straw bales would 
be more in the spirit, purpose and intent of this rule if the project included a monitoring program 
undertaken in such a way that it could be scientifically useful to the review agencies in managing 
or mitigating potential impacts. 

Staff believes that protecting endangered sea turtles is in the interest of public welfare though this 
project as proposed lacks a robust monitoring plan, and so would not protect public welfare. 
Substantial justice would not be preserved with the Town’s current proposal through a variance 
where the federal and state resource agencies are concerned about the precedent this will set for 
beach stabilization efforts across the coast. 

Staff acknowledges the efforts taken and resources spent by the Town to install the groin and fillet 
project. The discussions by the CRAC and Commission in considering whether to initiate 
rulemaking or to continue reviewing alternative material sand fencing through the CAMA Minor 
Permit process was not intended to encourage study projects to move forward without consultation 
with the WRC and USFWS. While it may be helpful undertake a pilot project to examine how 
bales perform longer term, it should be based on consultation with the WRC and USFWS. 
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ATTACHMENT D: 

PETITIONER’S VARIANCE REQUEST MATERIALS 
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Crossley McIntosh & Collier 
CROSSLEY MCINTOSH COLLIER HANLEY & EDES, P.L.L.C. 

ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
 
 

JOHN F. CROSSLEY (1921-2006) 
DOUGLAS F. MCINTOSH (1959-2016) 
CLAY ALLEN COLLIER  
ANDREW HANLEY 
BRIAN E. EDES 
NORWOOD P. BLANCHARD III 
BRIAN KROMKE 
 
 

  
 
 
 January 11, 2023 
 

 5002 RANDALL PARKWAY 
WILMINGTON, NC  28403 

______________ 
 

TELEPHONE 910/762-9711 
FAX 910/256-0310 
TOLL FREE 800/499-9711 
 
 
E-mail  briane@cmclawfirm.com 

Braxton Davis 
Director, NC Division of Coastal Management 
400 Commerce Avenue 
Morehead City, NC 28557 
(252) 808-2808 ext. 202 
Via Email: Braxton.Davis@NCDENR.Gov 
  
 RE: Town of Ocean Isle Variance Petition 

    
Dear Mr. Davis: 
 
 I hope you are off to a good new year.  On behalf of the Town of Ocean Isle Beach, I am 
emailing the Town’s CAMA VARIANCE  REQUEST FORM and additional required documents 
along with this letter. 
 
 As always, please do not hesitate to call or email should you have any questions or 
comments. 
 
 
       Sincerely, 
       

       Brian Edes 
 
       Brian E. Edes 
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PETITIONER’S POSITIONS  

I. Will strict application of the applicable development rules, standards, or orders 
issued by the Commission cause the petitioner unnecessary hardships?  Explain the 
hardships. 

Yes. In April of 2022, the Town completed the construction of a properly permitted terminal 
groin at the east end of the Town.  The groin was necessitated to combat the severe erosion the 
Town has been experiencing in that area for decades.  Since that time the Town has attempted to 
create a dune system adjacent to the groin by covering the previously placed permitted sandbags 
in the area with sand followed by planting dune vegetation atop these “starter dunes”.  To date 
these efforts have not created a dune system sufficient to provide protection.  As recently as 
September 30, 2022 the Town experienced extreme storm over wash in this area.  The Town, in 
good faith and based on information provided at the November 2021 and February 2022 
CRAC/CRC meeting applied for a permit to install bale sand fencing in this area.  Traditional sand 
fencing materials are not readily available due to supply chain delays as well as material and labor 
shortages.  If the Town is not authorized to utilize hay bale sand fencing the Town will most likely 
have to wait a significant amount of time to obtain traditional sand fencing which will consequently 
leave the subject unprotected and vulnerable.   

The tax base in the area adjacent to the groin is valued at in excess of $16,500,000.  This is 
exclusive of the public infrastructure servicing these properties such as public water and sewer 
infrastructure, public roadways (including some State-owned roadways), electrical, telephone, 
cable, and internet infrastructure.    Given the availability of bale fencing, the supply problems 
with traditional fencing, and  the prior success of the Figure Eight Island sand fencing, and the 
lack of any scientific data supporting the concerns expressed in the denial letter, the Town’s 
continued hardship is unnecessary and would be ameliorated if the requested variance is granted.  

 

II. Do such hardships result from conditions peculiar to the petitioner's property such 
as the location, size, or topography of the property? Explain.  

 Yes.  The East End of the Town has experienced such significant erosion over the years 
the Town sought and obtained permits to construct a terminal groin.  Now that the groin has been 
constructed the adjacent area remains unprotected despite the positive effects of the groin.  The 
fact that the groin exists adjacent to the subject proposed project area demonstrates that the 
conditions creating the hardship are peculiar given there have only been two groins constructed in 
the state.  

It is also important to note that when originally constructed, the above-described tax base and 
infrastructure was not “front or second row” from the oceanfront and the present threat is due to 
erosion, not to any act attributable to the Town. 

III. Do the hardships result from actions taken by the petitioner?  Explain. 
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 No. The Petitioners have done nothing to accelerate or otherwise aggravate the erosion 
problem at the east end of Town. Moreover, the Town constructed the groin to combat this erosion 
problem.  The Town is not responsible for the supply chain delays affecting the availability of 
traditional sand fencing.  Moreover, acted in good faith and based on its understanding of the 
DCM’s recommendations regarding the use of bale sand fencing.   

 

IV. Will the variance requested by the petitioner (1) be consistent with the spirit, 
purpose, and intent of the rules, standards or orders issued by the Commission; (2) 
secure the public safety and welfare; and (3) preserve substantial justice?  Explain. 

 

 Yes. The variance sought is necessary to preserve and protect the tax base and public 
infrastructure at the east end of the Town.   

As recently as January 3, 2023, DCM disseminated an email to numerous coastal Towns 
providing guidance to Towns and property owners with respect to the authorized use of Christmas 
Trees for use in dune restoration and/or beach sand fencing.   The use of Christmas Trees for dune 
restoration and/or beach sand fencing demonstrates that the use of hay and/or pine bales is 
consistent with the spirit, purpose, and intent of the rules of the Commission. 

The variance sought by the Town will secure public safety and welfare by protecting over 
$16,500,00  of the Town’s tax base and a significant amount of public infrastructure.  It will 
likewise protect and enhance the public beach adjacent to the proposed project. 

The granting of the Town’s requested variance will preserve substantial justice in that the 
Town has expended a significant amount of money to construct the authorized and properly 
permitted groin and justly seeks to protect the adjacent area by installing bale sand fencing.  
Likewise, substantial justice will be served by granting the variance given the Town’s good faith 
reliance on the bale fencing discussions during the November 2021 and February 2022 
CRAC/CRC meetings and the DCMs request for the Town to modify its application to include 
both hale bales and pine bales to allow the DCM to see the effects of each.  Substantial justice will 
also be preserved given the fact that the commenting agencies have provided no scientific evidence 
supporting their stated concerns whereas conversely, the Town’s engineer has cited to numerous 
studies to support the Town’s use of bale fencing.  
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ATTACHMENT E: 

STIPULATED EXHIBITS 

 
1. Town Plats of dedicated streets at the six sites and Powell Bill roll showing subject 

streets 
2. Image from DCM Map Viewer showing current and pending Inlet Hazard AEC  
3. Image from DCM Map Viewer showing erosion rates at the sites 
4. Town’s Terminal Groin permit- CAMA Major Permit No. 107-16 
5. Rosov (CPE) 12/2/22 Statement and CV 
6. November 2021 CRC Meeting Minutes  
7. Figure Eight Island’s 2015 CAMA Minor Permit 15-48 with application and emails 

from WRC/USFWS 
8. 1-28-22 Memo from DCM to CRC re Use of Hay Bales 
9. February 2022 CRC Meeting Minutes 
10. Justin Whiteside 1-10-23 letter 
11. CAMA Minor Permit application and related materials dated 4-6-22 
12. May 10, 2022 Add Info Letter to OIB 
13. Notice of permit application to adjacent riparian owners with receipts and tracking 
14. 5-6-22 email from DCM to WRC with permit application 
15. 6-14-22 WRC’s Response to application 
16. 6-16-22 USFWS’s Response to application 
17. 6-6-22 Denial Letter 
18. September 2022 CRC Minutes 
19. Photos of Hurricane Ian overwash and Mr. Hill’s signed statement 
20. 1-3-23 Email from DCM to LPOs re: Christmas Trees 
21. 1-27-23 Response from WRC re variance petition 
22. 1-27-23 Response from USFWS re variance petition 
23. Powerpoint of aerial/ground level photos of the sites and surrounding area 
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Length (Ft) 
Anson Street 1,500                   
Asheville Street 815                      
Bay Watch Drive 375                      
Beaufort Street 240                      
Chadburn Street 800                      
Chapel Hill Street 240                      
Charlotte 1,575                   
Clinton Street 490                      
Columbia Street 355                      
Concord Street 2,550                   
Craven Street 1,930                   
Cumberland Street 1,440                   
Dare Street 1,440                   
Driftwood Drive 1,230                   
Duneside Drive 1,085                   
Durham Street 260                      
E. Fourth Street 3,902                   
E. Fifth Street 934                      
E. Second Street 85                        
E. Seventh Street 650                      
E. Sixth Street 790                      
E. Third Street 1,750                   
Gatha Lane 413                      
Fairmont Street 2,340                   
Goldsboro Street 1,700                   
Greensboro Street 240                      
Halifax Street 240                      
High Point Street 428                      
Isle Plaza 1,150                   
Lagrange Street 240                      
Laurinburg Street 2,400                   
Lee Street 1,440                   
Leland Street 1,700                   
Lumberton Street 185                      
Monroe Street 2,600                   
Moore Street 1,440                   
Mt. Olive Street 240                      
Newport Street 1,800                   
Oakridge Street 240                      
Old Marina Drive 305                      

Local Streets - Hard Surfaced:

OCEAN ISLE BEACH COMPLETE STREET LISTING
July 18th, 2022
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Length (Ft) 
Pender Street 1,440 
Private Drive 1,777 
Raeford Street 1,700 
Raleigh Street 550 
Richmond Street 1,630 
Sanford Street 240 
Scotland Street 1,590 
Sea Turtle Path 655 
Shallotte Blvd. 1,965 
Shelby Street 490 
Southport Street 240 
Starboard Street 240 
Tarboro Street 240 
Troy Street 240 
Union Street 1,440 
W. Second Street (Conway to Clinton) 480 
W. Second Street (Driftwood to Beaufort) 1,400 
W. Second Street (Sea Turtle to Troy) 1,155 
W. Third-Fourth Street 4,360 
Wilmington Street 2,300 
Winnabow Street 240 
Winston Salem 150 

TOTAL  68,059    12.89 Miles

Local Streets - Gravel, Stone, Marl Length (Ft)
Oxford Street 240
Troy Street 220

W Second Street 500

TOTAL 960 0.18 Miles

Local Streets - Less than 16' Length (Ft)
E. First Street 550

TOTAL 550 0.10 Miles

Local Streets - Hard Surfaced:
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Brad Rosov 
 Project Manager/Senior Marine Biologist 

Coastal Protection Engineering of North Carolina, Inc. 
 

4038 Masonboro Loop Road 
Wilmington, North Carolina 

Tel: +1 910-399-1905  
brosov@coastalprotectioneng.com 

  

December 2, 2022 
 
Daisy Ivey 
Administrator 
Town of Ocean Isle Beach  
111 Causeway Drive 
Ocean Isle Beach, North Carolina 28469 
 
Re:   Sand fencing alternatives for dune stabilization at Ocean Isle Beach 
    
Dear Ms. Ivey: 
 
As you are aware, for several decades, the Town of Ocean Isle Beach has contended with chronic erosion 
along the easternmost portion of the town’s oceanfront shoreline.  Over the years, the town has 
implemented various measures to address this erosion in attempts to stem the economic losses resulting 
from damages to structures and their contents due to hurricane and storm activity, as well as the loss of 
beachfront land due to the ongoing shoreline erosion along the east end of the island in proximity to 
Shallotte Inlet.  In 2001, the United States Army Corps of Engineers’ (USACE) constructed the first event 
of the town’s Coastal Storm Risk Reduction (CSRM) beach nourishment project, however, due to the 
chronic erosion along the east end, the USACE’s cost/benefit analysis determined that placing material 
east of Shallotte Blvd. should not be included in the project leaving that area vulnerable.  In response, the 
town and private property owners installed sandbag revetments along approximately 1,400 feet of 
shoreline, beginning at a point west of Shallotte Boulevard and extending to the east end of the 
development. Most of the sandbags were initially installed around 2005 and have been periodically 
repaired and replaced as some of the bag revetments have failed under the continued landward retreat of 
the shoreline.  Due to continued erosion, the sandbag revetment was extended 400 feet to the west just 
past Charlotte Street in 2012.  As per State regulations, these sandbag revetments were not intended to 
provide a permanent shoreline protection solution for the impacted area.  Accordingly, working with CPE 
as their coastal engineer, the town sought and received permits to construct a terminal groin in 2016.  The 
project, which was completed in April 2022 included a 1,050 ft long terminal groin structure located just 
east of the easternmost development along the oceanfront shoreline.  The project also included 
approximately 270,000 cy of beach fill to form an “accretion fillet” placed to the west of the structure.  
Collectively, this project was designed to provide long-term protection to the easternmost 3,000 ft of the 
town’s oceanfront shoreline.  Following the construction of the terminal groin and beach fill project, the 
town covered many of the sandbags within the project area with stockpiled sand in an attempt to create 
“starter dunes” which should serve to provide additional protection.  The town also planted dune 
vegetation atop these “starter dunes” to help increase their stability as the roots begin to grow and to trap 
aeolian- transported sand thereby functioning to build the dune in size over time. 
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CPE recognizes the importance of the measures the town has taken to help further fortify the east end of 
the island from storm damage and we support their efforts to promote the growth of these incipient dunes. 
From a coastal engineering perspective, CPE also generally supports the utilization of sand fencing to 
facilitate dune growth along the landward portion of the beach.  Ultimately, a robust dune along the east 
end of Ocean Isle Beach could help prevent storm-induced flooding such as what was recently observed 
as a result of Hurricane Ian passing the area on September 30, 2022.  Accordingly, CPE encourages the 
town to install sand fencing in these areas.  CPE has been informed by the town, however, that despite 
attempts to purchase traditional sand fencing, they have been unable to procure any due to a supply chain 
shortage of the wooden slats used to fabricate the fences.  CPE contacted Mr. Peter McClintock, owner of 
Emerald Forest Landscaping to inquire about the future availability for sand fencing material.  We were 
told that of the two main wholesale suppliers, one is currently providing materials exclusively to Emerald 
Forest Landscaping who is currently backordered with other customers. The other supplier, a smaller 
company, is also faced with a backlog and is not accepting new orders at this time.   Due to the 
unavailability of traditional sand fencing material, the town is seeking a CAMA Minor Permit to allow 
for the application of hay bales or pine straw bales as an alternative means for sand fencing.  In a January 
28 2002 memorandum to the Coastal Resources Commission (CRC), the North Carolina Division of 
Coastal Management (NCDCM) recognized several benefits the use of bales as sand fence material 
including:  
 

• Hay bales are natural, readily available, inexpensive, and bio-degradable material  
• Can be installed under the same requirements required by 15NCAC 07K.0212 
• May reduce the amount of marine debris generated after storm-events 

 
In the same memo, NCDCM noted several concerns about the use of bales for sand fencing.  These 
included: 
 

• Lack of testing done on various shorelines along the NC coastline 
• Potential negative interactions with wildlife 
• Moisture-associated bacteria, mold, introduced pathogens 
• Temperature/sediment differences 
• Reduced longevity/efficacy 
• Potential for increased footprint (bales v. fencing) and interaction with threatened or endangered 

species (bales may therefore be subject to initial placement during times when interactions would 
be less likely) 

 
In 2015, a CAMA Minor Permit was issued to two properties in Figure 8 Island to serve as a “pilot study” 
regarding the efficacy and longevity of the use of hay bales as an alternative material to traditional sand 
fencing. The permit required that the installation of hay bales to be limited to one hay bale in height and 
the bindings were to be removed to prevent entanglements by sea turtles or other wildlife. According to 
the NCDCM, while the hay bales did not last for more than a few months, early site visits and photographs 
indicated that hay bales did capture and hold sand within the first month of placement on the site.  With 
this success in mind, the Town of Ocean Isle Beach applied for a CAMA Minor Permit (#OIB 22-32) on 
April 14 2002 to install hay bales and, at DCM’s recommendation, pine straw bales along various public 
access areas to help facilitate the accretion of sand in several specific locations along the town’s east end.  
The permit application described the configuration of the bales would be similar to the sand fence design 
exemption (15A NCAC 07K .0212) and would be limited to 10’ in length from the toe of the dune with a 
minimum of 7’ spacing with a height of one bale.  The average bale fencing was approximated to be 15 
ft2 per section totaling approximately 555 ft2 of beach area covered by bales.   
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In a letter sent to the NCDCM on June 14, 2022, the North Carolina Wildlife Resource Commission 
(NCWRC) expressed concerns about the town’s proposed use of bales for sand fencing as “they have 
undetermined impacts that should be vetted prior to allowance”.  In addition, NCWRC stated: 
 

“The direct, secondary, and cumulative impacts bales may have on these resources coast wide is 
unknown and should be discussed in more detail prior to the inclusion of bales as a management 
tool by the NCDCM. No information has been found regarding bale use on ocean shorelines in 
other states, so previously studied examples cannot be compared. Therefore, we request additional 
conversation occur between the NCDCM, NCWRC, and United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS) to discuss impacts bales may have in the immediate area of installation, the cumulative 
impact they may have on repeat installations in the same area, the cumulative impact they may 
have on habitats with coast wide use, and the regulation of use if determined to be an appropriate 
tool. These discussions should occur prior to the issuance of any permits or allowances of bales 
on ocean shorelines”.   

 
The USFWS generally agreed with NCWRC’s comments and submitted an email to NCDCM on June 16 
2022 citing the following specific concerns: 
 

• The potential for introduction of invasive species (via plant seeds and/or insect eggs within the 
bales) 

• The potential changes in pH (especially from pine straw) 
• The potential for rapid decomposition of the bales 
• The potential for the introduction of excessive nutrients and plant material into the surround area 

and waters 
 

On June 16 2022, NCDCM informed the town that their CAMA Minor Permit application was denied as 
it was deemed inconsistent with 15A NCAC 07H.0311(c) based on: 

 
"Sand fencing shall not be installed in a manner that impedes, traps or otherwise 
endangers sea turtles, sea turtle nests or sea turtle hatchlings. CAMA permit applications 
for sand fencing shall be subject to review by the Wildlife Resources Commission and the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in order to determine whether or not the proposed design 
or installation will have an adverse impact on sea turtles or other threatened or 
endangered species." 

 
Despite the denial of the permit based on the reasons expressed above, CPE feels that the benefits 
associated with the installation a bale-based sand fencing strongly outweighs the potential for negative 
impacts caused by perceived risks. Despite that NCWRC’s comment to NCDCM states that “no 
information has been found regarding bale use on ocean shorelines in other states”, relevant research may 
help alleviate some of the agency’s concerns.  First, the Central Coast Wetlands Group (CCWG) at Moss 
landing Marine Labs, in partnership with California State Parks and Coastal Conservation and Research 
worked to restore 20 acres of sensitive dune habitat in areas that have been identified as vulnerable to sea 
level rise impacts. Along with the removal of invasive vegetation, efforts to increase the structural integrity 
of the dunes included strategic foredune planting of native dune grass and the use of driftwood and hay 
bales to enhance sand accretion of the dunes were initiated in 2017 (CCWG, 2019).  Using high resolution 
images from the UAV surveys, a GIS analysis was conducted to determine how the location of the 
foredune may have changed between 2015 and 2018. This change was determined by comparing the 
location of foredune vegetation (an indicator of the toe of the foredune) in 2015 to the location in 2018 in 
the area where the hay bales and logs were installed (in 2017). The purpose of the hay bales and logs, as 
mentioned above, was to aid in the capture of sand which to rebuild the foredune in a high traffic area.  
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Results of this study showed that the foredune vegetation moved seaward and the increase in rugosity of 
the beach between 2015 and 2018 was apparent. This may suggest that the hay bales and logs were 
effective at capturing additional sand and helping to rebuild the dune (CCWG, 2019).  
 
In another study conducted by Joyce et al. (2022), the effects of organic material on dune vegetation and 
sediment capture were examined.  While this study did not specifically explore the impacts of hay bales 
or pine straw placed on incipient dunes, this large-scale Florida-based study examined the impacts of an 
alternate source of organic material, beach wrack, on dune development.  Following Hurricane Irma in 
2017, researchers allowed beach wrack composed primarily of dislodged seagrass, salt marsh cordgrass, 
sea oats, mangrove seeds, seaweed along with inorganic material including pieces of wood and plastic to 
be left in place at the base of the dune at Anastasia State Park, Florida in portions of the study area and 
while removing the wrack from other areas.  The results of the study suggested that wrack left at the base 
of the dune enhanced the overall vegetation recovery and had particularly strong effects on several grass 
species as the wrack likely boosted plant establishment and growth by provisioning limiting nutrients. The 
authors hypothesize that the high-quality Sargassum macroalgae (seaweed) wrack that was quick to 
decompose provided an early initial pulse of nutrients, while more carbon rich components such as wood 
will likely provide a longer-term nutrient source.  Because hay, pine, and straw are carbon rich, bales 
composed of this material would most likely also facilitate a slower release of nutrients compared to other 
kinds of organic materials when placed on the dunes.  As for sediment capture, this study concluded that 
areas with wrack was associated with a greater dune elevation after 21 months of the experiment illustrated 
that wrack (and its removal) can have persistent impacts on the geomorphology of embryo dunes. 
However, the authors detected no clear effect of wrack on changes in elevation–thus dune growth–during 
the experiment. This suggests that differences were largely established at the start of the experiment and 
persisted–but were not further amplified–during geomorphological recovery (Joyce et al., 2022).  Other 
studies exploring sediment behavior along seagrass wrack belts, however, demonstrate a clear impact on 
the accretion in sand (Hemminga and Nieuwenhuize 1990). Work performed by the University of Florida 
investigated using surrogate wrack to enhance dune planting growth and demonstrated that the surrogate 
wrack improved plant growth and increased sediment accumulation on the dune (Hooton et al. 2019) 
 
In a separate study at Galveston, Texas, researchers utilized a different alternative material to help build 
and restore dunes.  For this study, permits were issued to allow for a demonstration project designed to 
test the behavior of compacted Sargassum macroaglae bales placed within a constructed sand dune (Figlus 
et al., 201%).  To do so, an 800-foot test dune was built in the summer of 2014 at Apffel Park on Galveston 
Island’s East End. Sargassum wrack material was collected from the beach in front of a newly constructed 
dune and mechanically compacted using a generator-powered, vertical-style compactor mounted on a 
flatbed trailer.  The resulting “seabales” were then placed inside the berm of the dune and covered with 
sand.  Results of the study indicated that the vegetated dunes including seabales were able to develop 
strong root systems quicker than dunes constructed without seabale cores. This may be in part linked to 
the moisture-retaining capabilities of the seabales and the time-release nutrient provision to the plants, 
making them more resistant to drought and nutrient shortage. The abundant dune vegetation supported by 
the seabales also captured a significant amount of wind-blown sediment which aided in fortification of 
the dune and continued accretion. Accordingly, the authors of the study concluded that the long-term 
benefits of building dunes with “seabales” include spurred vegetation growth, enhanced capture of aeolian 
sediment transport, and overall increase in dune resilience to drought and erosive conditions (Figlus et al., 
201%).  Although the “seabales” were artificially covered with sand, it is anticipated that the hay bales or 
pine bales proposed for placement at Ocean Isle Beach would become buried with aeolian sand over time.  
Therefore, the results of this study can be used to inform the potential impacts for the use of bales as sand 
fencing.   
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With the preliminary results from Figure Eight Island and from these additional studies in mind, from a 
functionality perspective, CPE believes that sand fencing constructed with hay bales and pine straw bales 
have the ability to retain sand and stabilize dunes by capturing wind-blown sand. The studies cited above 
also bring credence to the fact that while nutrients can leach organic vegetative material as it decomposes 
upon a dune, the effects may not be a hinderance and, rather, should be seen as a benefit as it breaks down 
and slowly releases its nutrients resulting in robust dune vegetation growth.  The potential effects of 
altering the pH through the placement of pine bales may also be inconsequential.  While live pine needles 
are slightly acidic, by the time they drop off the tree, their acidity reduces further and does not make soils 
acidic (Washington State University, 2022).  A study examining the effects of adding pine straw to soil 
noted that experimental plots treated with pine straw did not significantly alter pH of the soil (Singh et al., 
2021). It should be noted that in North Carolina, Christmas trees (pine trees) may be used as sand fencing 
without the need for a permit so long as they are deployed in compliance with all the rules that apply to 
sand fencing as outline in 15A NCAC 07K .0212.   
 
In an attempt to reduce potential impacts associated with temperature changes within the dune as the 
organic material decomposes, moisture associated bacteria/mold/introduced pathogens, and the 
introduction of invasive diseases or invasive/non-native plants via seeds from within bales, CPE 
recommends that the town limit the deployment of hay or pine bales for use as sand fencing during the 
cooler weather (i.e. between the months of November and March).  Biological activity is diminished under 
cold temperatures and therefore bacterial decomposition of the bales may be delayed until sand has had 
the ability to cover them.  In addition, it is unlikely that any seeds contained within bales would have the 
ability to germinate in the cold weather; furthermore, it is unlikely that seeds or insect eggs harbored in 
bales would be viable for survival or growth in the dune environment thereby reducing the potential for 
impacts associated with invasive or non-native species.  Along with limiting the seasonal deployment of 
hay bale or pine bale sand fencing materials, CPE recommends that the town remove any strings or 
materials used to bind bales to reduce the potential for interactions or entanglements with nesting female 
sea turtles. Following storms, traditional sand fence material is often found scattered on the beach and 
dunes resulting in the potential for interactions with wildlife including nesting sea turtles. The use of 
unbound bales would drastically reduce this potential impact.   
 
In light of the inability to obtain traditional sand fencing material combined with the environmental factors 
cited above, the efficacy of sand fences created by bales as demonstrated on Figure 8 Island and elsewhere, 
CPE supports the town’s efforts to take the proactive steps to install sand fencing constructed with these 
alternative materials.   These efforts demonstrate their progressive approach to coastal management as 
they are seeking to utilize more “tools in the toolbox” to help manage their coastal issues.  Ocean Isle 
Beach clearly recognizes the value of healthy dunes as habitat and storm protection and is eager to take 
proactive steps to protect their oceanfront resources.   
 
 
Very truly yours, 
 

 
 
Brad Rosov 
Senior Marine Biologist 
Coastal Protection Engineering of North Carolina, Inc.  
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4038 Masonboro Loop Rd. 
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
Brad Rosov brings over 20 years of environmental permitting, 
documentation, and coastal fieldwork experience to the team. Mr. 
Rosov has developed a comprehensive understanding of the NEPA  
process and has developed strong skills in drafting NEPA compliant 
documents including Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), 
Environmental Assessments (EA), Essential Fish Habitat 
Assessments (EFH), Biological Assessments (BA), and Cumulative 
Effects Assessments (CEA) in support of various projects. Along with 
NEPA compliance, Mr. Rosov has worked extensively with USACE 
and the State of North Carolina through their permitting process to 
obtain the necessary permits to clients in a timely manner. Permits 
obtained from USACE include both Individual Permits and General 
Permits while the permits obtained from the State of North Carolina 
have been both Minor and Major CAMA permits. Permit 
modifications have been sought and subsequently issued for project 
circumstances that warrant such actions. Along with permits, Mr. 
Rosov has coordinated with other Federal and State agencies to 
obtain the required certifications and concurrences. Lease 
agreements with BOEM have also been obtained to allow for the 
use of offshore sand sources. 

Mr. Rosov has also demonstrated the ability to design and conduct 
a wide array of field studies including salt marsh monitoring, water 
quality monitoring, hardbottom/coral reef assessments, submerged 
aquatic vegetation (SAV) monitoring, and shellfish assessments. 
While at CPE, Mr. Rosov has ensured the delivery of high-quality 
reports, NEPA documents, and permit applications in a timely 
manner while maintaining effective relationships with clients and 
agency personnel.   

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 
Central Dare County Channel Maintenance and Dredge Material 
Management Project, Dare County, North Carolina 
Given the need for additional dredge capacity, Dare County initiated 
efforts to identify options for increasing dredge disposal capacity 
with a focus on project alternatives that enhance coastal resilience 
and beneficially use dredged sediments. Mr. Rosov help embark on 
a needs assessment that resulted in several products including an 
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online GIS, maintenance statistics for each of the channels included in the study, and sediment 
characteristics for material dredged from channels where sufficient data existed. Following the 
completion of the needs assessment, twenty-two (22) concept alternatives were developed to expand 
capacity of current dredge material management facilities; several alternatives involved the application 
of thin layer placement.  Subsequent to the issuance of the report, Mr. Rosov has led permitting and 
environmental documentation efforts, including the development of three NEPA-compliant 
Environmental Assessments (EAs), in an attempt to move several select project alternatives to 
construction.   
 
Carbon Sequestration using the Deployment of Olivine Sand in Nearshore Waters, Duck, North Carolina 
Mineral weathering is the natural process by which the Earth regulates atmospheric CO2 levels, and in turn 
global temperature, on long timescales (i.e. hundreds of thousands to millions of years). One method of 
carbon sequestration under exploration as a means to counter climate change is “Coastal Carbon 
CaptureTM (CCC). The process of CCC aims to accelerate natural chemical weathering by spreading sand, 
derived from the mineral olivine, onto or just offshore coastlines where it can slowly dissolve in seawater 
over the course of decades.  Olivine is a common magnesium iron silicate mineral found worldwide, 
including in North Carolina. When olivine dissolves in water, it can remove up to 1 ton of CO2 from the 
atmosphere per ton of olivine. It also increases seawater pH and generates alkalinity.  Project Vesta, BPC 
is conducting the Research and Development projects necessary to assess whether CCC is a scalable 
carbon removal strategy. By adding olivine sand to coastlines, Vesta seeks to help mitigate climate change 
and simultaneously contribute to coastal protection.  Mr. Rosov worked directly with Project Vesta to 
design a proposed pilot project entailing the deployment of 20,000 cy of olivine sand off the coast of Duck, 
NC.  He convened multiple interagency scoping meetings and developed the required environmental 
documentation, including an EA, and assembled and submitted permit applications to the State of North 
Carolina and the USACE. 
 
Multi-Town Cooperative Beach Nourishment Project (Towns of Duck, Southern Shores, Kitty Hawk, and 
Kill Devil Hills), Dare County, North Carolina 
Mr. Rosov lead the permitting and environmental documentation efforts on behalf of four different local 
governments as they collaborated with Dare County on the Multi-Town Cooperative Beach Nourishment 
Project. He oversaw the development of three separate EAs, a “batched” BA, and EFH assessment in 
coordination with four different federal agencies and in compliance with NEPA regulations.  Due to the 
large-scale of this project, an abundance of biological, environmental, and information pertaining to 
human interest factors were included in these documents.  Permit applications were assembled and 
submitted to North Carolina’s Division of Coastal Management and USACE within a timely manner, such 
that the project could move towards construction as scheduled.      

Shallowbag Bay Channel Maintenance Project, Dare County, North Carolina  
Over recent years, the navigability within the Federal navigation channel spanning between the Town of 
Manteo and Shallowbag Bay has been compromised due to shoaling.  As such, safe and reliable 
recreational boating opportunities have been limited within the area.  In addition, this continued shoaling 
has prevented the Elizabeth II, a representative 16th century sailing ship, from navigating into Roanoke 
Sound from its home berth at Festival Park.  As project manager, Mr. Rosov lead efforts associated with 
obtaining the necessary permits and authorizations to allow the County to perform the required 
maintenance dredging.  Due to concerns over contaminants within the disposal material, he has 
coordinated extensively with numerous State and Federal agency personnel to determine the appropriate 
means of disposing of the material.  The project went to construction and was completed on time and on 
budget. 
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Permitting of a New Dredge to Maintain Oregon Inlet, Dare County, North Carolina 
Dredging is necessary to maintain safe and reliable transportation routes through waterways. Oregon 
Inlet is no exception. Despite considerable efforts on the part of the USACE, State, and Dare County, 
shoaling continues to impede mariners and has resulted in the U.S. Coast Guard's inability to properly 
position navigation buoys within the channel. As a result, the risk of damage to vessels and injury to people 
continues.  Due to a federal funding shortfall, the USACE has been unable to maintain navigation through 
the inlet.  As such, Dare County sought permits to operate a new privately-owned dredge that will operate 
within Oregon Inlet.  Mr. Rosov drafted several NEPA documents including an EA, EFH, and BA in support 
of this effort.  He submitted a Coastal Area Management Act (CAMA) major permit application to the State 
and an Individual Permit application to the USACE- both permits have been obtained by Dare County. 

New Hanover County Water Quality Monitoring Program, Wilmington, North Carolina 
Since 2007, Mr. Rosov has managed a long-term water quality monitoring within a network of nineteen 
monitoring stations within seven tidal creeks within New Hanover County.  Physical, chemical, and 
biological data obtained on a monthly basis have been used to determine trends inform County managers 
on ways to help improve the water quality within these creeks.  Mr. Rosov compiles and analyzes this data 
in order to prepare annual reports.  Over the past 15 years, several sampling sites have demonstrated 
chronic problems with bacteria loading.  In an attempt to determine the source of this contamination, Mr. 
Rosov has teamed with UNC-Chapel Hill and UNC-W to employ high tech methods including qPCR analysis 
and remote-sensed thermal imaging. 
 
Ocean Isle Beach 30-Year Island-Wide Shoreline Management Plan, Ocean Isle Beach, North Carolina 
The Town of Ocean Isle Beach proactively sought permits allowing for beach nourishment along the 
entirety of the Town’s 5.1-mile long oceanfront shoreline which would serve as protection from erosion 
caused by chronic and storm-induced erosion.  Mr. Rosov lead the permitting and environmental 
documentation effort by coordinating with numerous state and federal agencies and drafting an EA, BA, 
and EFH assessment. 
 
Ocean Isle Beach Shoreline Protection Project, Ocean Isle Beach, North Carolina 
Mr. Rosov led the effort to develop an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), BA, and EFH for the Town’s 
terminal groin project. Early in the process, he helped convene interagency meetings and a public hearing. 
He coordinated with engineering and geotechnical staff to ensure that the project design was permittable 
through the NEPA process. Mr. Rosov managed consultation efforts with federal environmental agencies 
as required under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act and conducted surveys for submerged aquatic 
vegetation and shellfish in the project area. Mr. Rosov also managed efforts to map and ground-truth the 
ecological habitats in the project area using aerial photography and ArcGIS. He was responsible for the 
development and submittal of Department of the Army and state CAMA permit applications.  He served 
as the project manager during the construction phase of the project and continues to manage and perform 
biological monitoring during the post-construction phase of the project.   
 
Figure Eight Island Shoreline Protection Project, Figure Eight Island, North Carolina  
This project was proposed as a beach stabilization effort on the north end of the barrier island Figure Eight 
Island; the proposed design consisted of a terminal groin and small beach fill project. Mr. Rosov was the 
lead environmental scientist and developed an EIS to appropriately vet the potential project impacts to 
water quality as required under Section 404, cultural resources as required under Section 106, and all 
pertinent aspects of human and natural environment as required by NEPA. Mr. Rosov initiated 
consultation with federal environmental agencies as required under Section 7 of the Endangered Species 
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Act and conducted surveys for biological resources in the area. Mr. Rosov was responsible for 
development and submittal of Department of the Army and state CAMA permit applications.  
 
New Hanover County Contingency Permitting Projects, New Hanover County, Carolina Beach, Kure Beach, 
and Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina 
Mr. Rosov led efforts to draft NEPA compliant environmental documentation and permit applications on 
behalf of New Hanover County such that the County could implement beach nourishment projects at three 
coastal municipalities as a contingency plan if the USACE authorizations expire or are not adequately 
funded. With his staff, Mr. Rosov convened interagency meetings to facilitate coordination with USACE, US 
Fish & Wildlife Service (USFWS), National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), and several state resource 
agencies. This ensures that the documents addressed all environmental issues. He then modified the 
existing permits for these projects to suit the client’s need. Mr. Rosov completed and submitted permit 
modifications within the proposed schedule. Ultimately, he provided all deliverables to the client in a timely 
manner and within budget.   
 
Hatteras Inlet Channel Maintenance Project, Dare County, Hatteras Inlet, North Carolina 
In an attempt to reestablish the navigability into Hatteras Inlet, Dare County hired our firm to assist with 
obtaining the necessary permits that would allow for the utilization of USACE dredges (sidecast and special 
purpose) to conduct maintenance within the inlet channel. To do so, Mr. Rosov first organized and 
convened an interagency meeting, which served to identify concerns raised by agency representatives. 
With that information, he led the effort to draft NEPA-compliant documents including an EA, BA, and EFH. 
He reviewed and utilized the existing CAMA permits to develop new permit applications, which he 
submitted to the USACE and NC DCM in a timely manner. USACE and NC DCM subsequently issued permits, 
which were then utilized for a dredge maintenance event within Hatteras Inlet, as planned. Several permit 
modifications have been granted over the years to allow as this dynamic project has required updating and 
changes over time to fit the needs of the client.   
 
North Topsail Beach Shoreline Protection Project, North Topsail Beach, North Carolina 
Mr. Rosov developed all NEPA associated documents, including and Environmental Impact Statement, in 
support of obtaining state CAMA and federal Department of the Army permits for a beach nourishment 
project along 11.1 miles of the Town of North Topsail Beach. He managed mapping of the ecological 
communities within the project area and assisted in pre-construction monitoring for shorebirds including 
the federally listed piping plover and red knot. He is leading development of a supplemental 
Environmental Impact Statement in support of modifications to the project.  
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NC COASTAL RESOURCES COMMISSION (CRC) 
November 10, 2021 

DoubleTree, Atlantic Beach 
Present CRC Members 
Renee Cahoon, Chair     
Larry Baldwin , Vice-Chair  
Neal Andrew 
Trace Cooper 
Bob Emory 
Robert High 
Doug Medlin 
Phil Norris 
Lauren Salter 
Angie Wills 
 
Present CRAC Members 
Greg “rudi” Rudolph, Chair 
David Kellam 
Mike Moore 
Spencer Rogers 
Debbie Smith 
    
Present from the Office of the Attorney General 
Shawn Maier 
 
Present from the Department of Environmental Quality, Office of the General Counsel 
Christine A. Goebel 
 
CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL 
Renee Cahoon called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m. on November 10, 2021, reminding the 
Commissioners of the need to state any conflicts due to Executive Order Number 34 and the 
State Government Ethics Act. The State Government Ethics Act mandates that at the beginning 
of each meeting the Chair remind all members of their duty to avoid conflicts of interest and 
inquire as to whether any member knows of a conflict of interest or potential conflict with 
respect to matters to come before the Commission. The Chair requested that if any member 
knows of a conflict of interest or a potential conflict of interest, they so state when the roll is 
called. Commissioners Bromby and Tunnell were absent. Trace Cooper stated he would recuse 
himself from the proposed beach management plan rules discussion. Based upon this roll call 
Chair Cahoon declared a quorum.  
 
CHAIR’S COMMENTS 
Chair Cahoon stated Robin Smith has resigned from the CRC as she has been named Chair of the 
NC Environmental Management Commission. Greg “rudi” Rudolph, the Chair of the CRAC, is 
resigning from the CRAC, but will remain on the CRC’s Science Panel. The CRC Executive 
Committee has appointed Dr. Laura Moore as Chair of the Science Panel.  
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MINUTES 
Doug Medlin made a motion to approve the minutes of the September 15, 2021, Coastal 
Resources Commission meeting. Angie Wills seconded the motion. The motion passed 
unanimously (Cahoon, Andrew, Baldwin, Cooper, Emory, High, Medlin, Norris, Salter, 
Wills). 
 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY’S REPORT 
DCM Director Braxton Davis gave the following report: 
 
First, a quick report on this weekend’s storm event. North Carolina was very fortunate not to 
experience landfall from a named hurricane in 2021. However, last weekend a coastal low-
pressure system combined with king tides caused impacts due to flooding and ocean overwash in 
numerous areas. N.C. Highway 12 was closed on Sunday and Monday from Rodanthe north to 
the Marc Basnight Bridge at Oregon Inlet due to ocean overwash, which has caused beach 
erosion, exposed sandbags, damaged septic systems and accessways, and caused some minor 
flooding. I also heard that there was some damage to the pier in Rodanthe. As always, we have 
been in regular communication with DOT staff to avoid any delays in DOT’s response efforts. It 
appears that no asphalt was significantly damaged and existing sandbags are undamaged and still 
in alignment. NCDOT plans to submit dune repair/maintenance information, under existing dune 
maintenance permits today. At this time, NCDOT does not plan any activities that are not 
covered under existing permits. Farther south, most of the eastern-facing beaches had major 
erosion and have large dune escarpments. Damage assessments were still being conducted 
yesterday. Figure 8 has contacted DCM for proposed emergency beach bulldozing in some areas. 
Carolina and Kure Beach had significant beach accessway damage and loss, and the north end 
remains closed due to erosion and flooding. Parts of Canal Drive on the north end were still 
flooded yesterday and the Town will be doing sand removal from Carolina Beach Ave North 
near the pier. Ocean Dunes in Kure Beach is requesting sandbags for the remaining buildings, as 
high water is coming up to and under some of the buildings. There is also substantial debris piled 
up at the Riggings/Fort Fisher area from beach accessways and lifeguard stands. We are still 
waiting on damage assessments for the southern beaches. We are aware that some sandbags were 
over-washed in Ocean Isle and there are some breaches on the West End of Oak Island. I also 
wanted to provide a quick glimpse of the types of coastal provisions and funding in the recently 
passed congressional Infrastructure Bill (HR 3684). Much of this is still to be worked out, so 
apologies for any errors or omissions. First, NOAA, our federal partner, will receive over 
$500M/year for five years to be distributed across its programs subject to a spend plan. In 
addition, state coastal zone management programs will receive over $200M, allocated over 5 
years, for technical assistance on coastal resilience initiatives and for conservation and land 
acquisition efforts. The National Estuarine Research Reserve program will receive over $77M to 
be allocated over 5 years for similar purposes. It is likely that much of the CZM and NERR 
funds will be dispersed on a competitive basis across the 35 coastal states and territories. The 
National Coastal Resilience Fund will receive $492M over 5 years for competitive grants with a 
focus on natural infrastructure. NOAA Fisheries (or NMFS) will receive $492M over 5 years for 
its Community-Based Habitat Restoration Program. NOAA’s Marine Debris Program will 
receive $150M over 5 years. NOAA Mapping, Observations, and Modeling will receive $492M 
over 5 years, and other NOAA programs will also receive one-time increases under this bill. 
These funds are in addition to base program funding. Under the EPA, Clean Water State 
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Revolving Funds will receive over $11.7B over 5 years, and the National Estuaries Program will 
receive $132M over 5 years. Under FEMA, over the 5-year period, the pre-disaster hazard 
mitigation assistance will receive $1B, the Hazard Mitigation Revolving Loan Fund will receive 
$500M, and the NFIP will receive $3.5B. The Corps of Engineers will receive approximately 
$150M for studies and planning assistance, over $250B for CSRM projects targeting states 
impacted by federally-declared disasters over the past 6 years – not all shoreline protection; $4B 
for operations and maintenance; and over $250B for Flood Control and Coastal Emergencies to 
“restore authorized shore protection projects to the full project profile at full federal expense” 
where certain requirements are met. Under the Federal Highways Administration, there is also a 
new resilience program (“PROTECT”) establishing grants to strengthen, stabilize, harden, 
elevate, relocate, or otherwise enhance the resilience of coastal highways and non-rail 
infrastructure. Depending on what happens with the state budget, DCM may also receive funds 
distributed to the States from the American Rescue Plan Act, which was passed in March 2021. 
Early state budget bills also included significant coastal project funding, and we hope to know 
what the final budget will look like in the coming weeks. I’ll note that our Department is already 
preparing to execute funds and funding agreements quickly and efficiently, while ensuring the 
maximum amount of funding is getting to the end users and to project work. At the same time, 
we will need to ensure successful projects – so project selection, permitting, and oversight will 
be very important. Overall, it appears that we are heading into unprecedented times with respect 
to coastal planning and project funding at the federal and state levels, which presents both an 
incredible opportunity and some significant work ahead for all of us, but I think coastal North 
Carolina is in a great position due to our strong, existing partnerships and networks.  
 
I’ll move over to the regulatory side of DCM. One procedural item of note - some of you may 
recall that applicants for CAMA Major Permits were required to request a meeting with the NC 
Division of Water Resources 30 days before their application could be accepted due to the EPA’s 
adoption of a revised 401 certification rule back in 2020. This was challenging for our staff and 
for applicants, and I am happy to report that, following comments submitted on our behalf by the 
Department, the federal rule has reverted to the pre-2020 rule and we can now accept 
applications without the 30-day waiting period. Next, as part of the NEPA process, the Corps is 
scheduling a scoping meeting concerning North Topsail Beach’s proposal to construct a terminal 
groin along the western shoulder of New River Inlet. The scoping meeting will include resource 
and regulatory agencies as well as relevant stakeholders to identify issues to be considered in the 
development of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. The Town of Topsail Beach is 
working on a long-term (30-year) beach plan and permit application. The Town is in the scoping 
phase and will be working with agencies to discuss plans for the long-term maintenance of the 
ocean front. The Town of Oak Island is also developing a long-term beach plan for permitting. 
DCM supports these long-term planning approaches to beach management by proactively 
identifying project needs, sand sources and funding mechanisms, which can streamline the 
permitting process, reduce costs, and provide better protection and predictability. 
 
Federal Consistency 
DCM has submitted a Routine Program Change request to NOAA’s Office for Coastal 
Management. The Coastal Zone Management Act requires state Coastal Programs to formally 
incorporate changes made to the laws, rules and policies that are used for Federal Consistency. 
Your rules at 07H .0208 were recently amended to remove outdated provisions and clarify vague 
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and ambiguous language. The purpose of this action is to incorporate these changes into our 
enforceable policies for Federal Consistency review. Comments will be accepted until November 
15th.  
 
BOEM requested public input on a proposed wind energy lease sale in federal waters in the 
Carolina Long Bay area offshore the Carolinas. The proposed lease area consists of over 125,000 
acres and includes the majority of the Wilmington East Wind Energy Area, with the potential to 
produce more than 1.5 GW annually (which can power more than 500,000 homes). Staff has 
been in contact with BOEM and is expecting a Federal Consistency Determination for the lease 
sale and site assessment plan in early 2022. Comments on the Proposed Sale Notice can be 
submitted through BOEM’s website. 
 
Land Use Plan Certifications  
DCM certified two land use plans since your last meeting - the Town of Atlantic Beach’s CAMA 
Land Use Plan Update on September 24th, and an amendment to the Town of Carolina Beach’s 
Land Use Plan on October 25th. Please let us know if you have a question about this process, or 
the plans themselves. 

 
Access Grants 
The Public Beach and Coastal Waterfront Access program is now in its 40th year. In October, 
DCM awarded more than $1.1 million to nine local governments to improve public access to 
coastal beaches and waters. That includes a grant to the Town of Atlantic Beach, which received 
$73,288 to construct a handicap-accessible dune crossover right here at the DoubleTree East 
Public Beach Access. Please let me know if you are interested in information on the other 
projects funded this year. 
 
Resilient Coastal Communities Program 
Work in the Resilient Coastal Communities Program’s 26 communities continues to go well. 
There are over 200 people serving on Community Action Teams, and most communities are 
working on vulnerability assessments and community outreach. Work will continue through next 
March, resulting in completed vulnerability assessments, along with project identification and 
prioritization. We will issue a request for applications for engineering and design projects in 
January. 
 
Coastal Reserve 
 
The Coastal Reserve will hold its fall Local Advisory Committee meetings for all ten Reserve 
sites via web conference November 30-December 8.  We welcome the newly appointed and 
reappointed community members, community organizations, and partner organizations. The 
meetings are open to the public and meeting details are located on the Reserve’s event 
calendar. The Department adopted proposed amendments to the rules related to the Coastal 
Reserve on October 1 (15A NCAC 07O). These amendments satisfy the Legislative Periodic 
Review and Expiration of Existing Rules process requirements, and address priority updates to 
enhance clarity of existing rules and address issues and gaps to ensure effective management of 
the Coastal Reserve. Changes were made to 2 rule sections following the public comment period, 
and staff are now working on technical changes requested by the Rules Review Commission. We 
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anticipate that the rules will be heard by the RRC at their November 18 meeting. The proposed 
effective date is February 1, 2022. The Coastal Training Program and Division regulatory staff 
are offering a Coastal Area Management Act Basics Webinar on December 1. Participants will 
learn how DCM balances competing coastal pressures through development permitting under the 
rules of the Commission. This includes an overview of permits needed for coastal development; 
development rules for the oceanfront, inlet hazard areas, and estuarine shorelines; and 
development rules related to coastal habitats including wetlands and primary nursery areas. 
Registration is full, but a recording of the webinar will be available after the event given the high 
demand for the offering.  The Coastal Training Program will host NOAA Office for Coastal 
Management’s Nature-Based Solutions for Coastal Hazards 101 training on January 11, 2022. 
This virtual course is a starting point in preparing coastal managers and planners to plan and 
implement green, natural infrastructure projects to reduce impacts to coastal hazards in their 
community. Registration is required and more details are located on the Reserve’s website. The 
Division of Coastal Management has wrapped up its federally funded project to remove 
Hurricane Florence debris and abandoned vessels from public lands and waters along North 
Carolina’s coast.  In total, over 1.25M pounds of debris and 24 vessels were removed from 
Brunswick through Carteret, including Craven and Pamlico Counties, and from 4 of the Coastal 
Reserve sites managed by the Division (Zeke’s Island, Masonboro Island, Permuda Island, and 
Rachel Carson). Funded by the Natural Resources Conservation Service’s Emergency Watershed 
Protection program (EWP; $1,562,445 expended) and matched with State funding ($444,480 
expended), the Division contracted with the NC Coastal Federation to complete the debris and 
vessels removal, working closely with the Wildlife Resources Commission on the vessel 
removals given their authority over that activity. This project was part of the largest coordinated 
debris removal effort along North Carolina’s coast in the State’s history and has received 
significant media attention. Funds provided by other partners were focused primarily on removal 
of additional vessels. Debris and vessel removal is important activity to avoid resuspension and 
relocation of debris in future storms, maintain ecosystem functionality and aesthetics, and protect 
public safety.  
 
Staff News 
Last, I wanted to take a moment to recognize Tancred Miller as recent recipient of the DEQ 
Distinguished Employee Award, and furthermore, Distinguished Employee of the Year – the 
highest recognition among all awardees. As you know, Tancred serves as chief of DCM’s Policy 
and Planning Section, but over the past several years, he has taken on far more than his role 
usually requires. Starting back around 2010, with the DCM’s efforts to document the impacts of 
sea level rise, Tancred has taken the lead in coordinating DCM’s efforts on coastal resilience. He 
has focused on addressing the needs of coastal communities through regional workshops and 
pilot projects, which led to the successful launch of the Resilient Coastal Communities Program. 
In addition, last year DEQ delivered the state’s Climate Risk Assessment & Resilience Plan – the 
most comprehensive effort to date to address North Carolina’s vulnerability to climate change. 
Tancred played a key role in writing and developing the Plan. He also worked in partnership 
with the NC Office of Recovery and Resiliency, N.C. Sea Grant, and The Nature Conservancy to 
secure over $1M in federal funding from the Emergency Coastal Resilience Fund and is 
managing this award in addition to over $800K in state funds associated with the 2019 NC 
Disaster Recovery Act. He has also served on several regional climate resilience initiatives and 
has kept NC involved at that scale. And while he has been leading our division’s efforts on all 
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these fronts, he has also been handling rule development, fiscal analyses, 5-year strategies and 
NOAA funding for special projects, among many other things. We are all very proud to work 
with him, and glad that he has received this recognition from the Department for a job well done. 
 
CRAC REPORT 
Greg “rudi” Rudolph, CRAC Chair, stated the main topic of discussion during our meeting was 
parking fees at public access sites. The CRAC would like some more information on how 
parking fees are used that are generated at state funded sites. Officer elections will be postponed 
until the next meeting. The CRAC also discussed the possibility of using hay bales in lieu of 
sand fencing. Figure Eight Island property owners have been trying this approach and reports 
that it is working well. Chair Cahoon directed staff to look at rule amendments that would allow 
the use of hay bales.  
 
VARIANCES 
Town of Kure Beach (CRC-VR-21-04), Development Line 
Bryan Hall, DCM/Christine Goebel, Esq./Holly Ingram, Esq. 
Jim Eldridge, Esq. 
 
Bryan Hall gave an overview of the site. Christy Goebel and Holly Ingram represented staff. Jim 
Eldridge represented the Town of Kure Beach. Ms. Ingram stated the Town owns a right-of-way 
area and an ocean rescue service building located at 104 Atlantic Avenue in Kure Beach. The 
Town has proposed a 12x16 foot addition to an existing structure to store its five ATVs, which it 
uses for its ocean rescue duties as well as some general town duties. The site of the proposed 
addition is waterward of the Town’s CAMA development line that the Commission authorized in 
2017. The Minor Development permit was denied due to its inconsistency with the 
Commission’s development line rules which states that in no case shall new development be 
sited seaward of the development line. The Town is seeking relief from 15A NCAC 07H 
.0306(a)(2).  Ms. Ingram reviewed the stipulated facts of this variance request and stated staff 
and Petitioner agree on all four statutory criteria which must be met to grant the variance. Jim 
Eldridge represented the Town of Kure Beach and reviewed the stipulated facts which Petitioner 
contends supports the granting of the variance.  
 
Phil Norris made a motion that Petitioner has shown that strict application of the 
applicable development rules, standards, or orders issued by the Commission will cause the 
Petitioner an unnecessary hardship. Larry Baldwin seconded the motion. The motion 
passed unanimously (Cooper, Wills, Medlin, Andrew, Baldwin, Cahoon, Salter, Emory, 
Norris, High).  
 
Bob Emory made a motion that Petitioner has shown that hardships result from conditions 
peculiar to Petitioner’s property. Larry Baldwin seconded the motion. The motion passed 
unanimously (Cooper, Wills, Medlin, Andrew, Baldwin, Cahoon, Salter, Emory, Norris, 
High).  
 
Bob Emory made a motion that Petitioner has shown that hardships do not result from 
actions taken by Petitioner. Phil Norris seconded the motion. The motion passed 
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unanimously (Cooper, Wills, Medlin, Andrew, Baldwin, Cahoon, Salter, Emory, Norris, 
High).  
 
Larry Baldwin made a motion that Petitioner has shown that the variance request will be 
consistent with spirit, purpose, and intent of the rules, standards, or orders issued by the 
Commission; will secure the public safety and welfare; and will preserve substantial 
justice. Doug Medlin seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously (Cooper, Wills, 
Medlin, Andrew, Baldwin, Cahoon, Salter, Emory, Norris, High).  
 
This variance request was granted.  
 
BEACH MANAGEMENT PLANS 
Review of Proposed Beach Management Plan Rules (CRC 21-34) 
Mike Lopazanski 
**Trace Cooper recused himself from discussion and voting on this agenda item. 
 
Mike Lopazanski stated to address implementation issues with the development line, the CRC 
formed a subcommittee to look at the development line, static line exception, and strategies for 
encouraging long-term planning for development on the oceanfront. The subcommittee 
recommended the CRC form a comprehensive strategy that would provide incentives for local 
governments to develop long-term planning for siting development along the oceanfront. The 
Commission was interested in regulatory flexibility and a demonstrated local commitment for 
long-term maintenance projects. Staff incorporated the provisions approved by the Commission 
and simplified and streamlined the oceanfront setback rules. The beach management plans are 
based on the static line exception process and would be reviewed and approved by the CRC. 
Local governments would be eligible to submit a beach management plan after an initial large-
scale project. DCM staff will provide a recommendation to the CRC on whether to approve the 
plan. If approved, this will provide regulatory relief for communities with beach management 
plans. A public comment requirement has been added at the local level during the development 
of the beach management plan. These communities will have to come back to the CRC every 
five years to provide an update on their long-term maintenance. Clarifying language has also 
been added to provide guidance for adjacent properties and how to measure setbacks if there is 
not an existing structure on the adjacent lot. This will provide consistency with the landward 
most adjacent requirement. Staff recommends approving these amendments for public hearing.  
 
Bob Emory made a motion to approve the beach management plan rules for public 
hearing. Phil Norris seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously (Wills, Medlin, 
Andrew, Baldwin, Cahoon, Salter, Emory, Norris, High).  
 
 
PUBLIC ACCESS 
Additional Amendments to 15A NCAC 7M .0300 Shoreline Access Policies – Parking Fees 
& Clarifying Language (CRC 21-35) 
Mike Lopazanski 
Mike Lopazanski stated these amendments address whether parking fees can be used to fund 
beach nourishment at public access sites. The decision to charge for parking is a local decision. 
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The Commission has been discussing state funded sites and whether to allow parking fees to be 
used for beach nourishment. At our last meeting, Commissioner Robin Smith provided an 
analysis of the current rules and General Statute, and the Commission was interested in seeing 
the options available.  
 
Neal Andrew stated he would like to allow parking fees to be used for beach nourishment. Chair 
Cahoon stated parking fees should only be used for maintenance and services of state funded 
sites. Trace Cooper stated Towns should be allowed to use any funds available for beach 
nourishment including parking fees. Phil Norris stated Towns should have the flexibility to use 
parking fees for any costs related to access sites including beach nourishment.  
 
Neal Andrew made a motion to approve Option C as presented in CRC 21-34 to allow for 
parking fees to be used for beach nourishment for public hearing. Angie Wills seconded the 
motion. The motion passed with seven votes in favor (Cooper, Wills, Medlin, Andrew, 
Baldwin, Norris, High) and two opposed (Cahoon, Emory)(Salter abstained). 
 
COASTAL HABITAT PROTECTION PLAN 
Consideration of Public Comments and Approval 2021 CHPP Update 
Jimmy Johnson/Anne Deaton 
Jimmy Johnson stated the public comment period has ended and each of the Advisory 
Committees has reviewed the comments and recommended actions within the Update. Anne 
Deaton provided an update of changes that have been made based on comments received. We are 
seeking the Commission’s approval of the 2021 CHPP Update.  
 
Larry Baldwin and Bob Emory, members of the CHPP Steering Committee, both spoke in favor 
of approving the CHPP Update. Angie Wills stated the number of letters of support for the 
update is impressive. Phil Norris stated this effort can clear the way for potential funding. Chair 
Cahoon stated this document and all those who have worked on it have done a huge service to 
the state of North Carolina. 
 
Bob Emory made a motion that the CRC approve the 2021 Amendment to the Coastal 
Habitat Protection Plan. The CRC further encourages that all avenues to obtain federal, 
state, local and private funds to implement the actions in the plan be pursued, including 
forming the private/public partnership that the plan recommends. As suggested by the 
CHPP Steering Committee, the CRC will help identify engaged stakeholders to participate 
in the partnership and encourages the EMC and MFC to do the same. Larry Baldwin 
seconded the motion. Motion passed unanimously (Cooper, Wills, Medlin, Andrew, 
Baldwin, Cahoon, Salter, Emory, Norris, High). 
 
PUBLIC INPUT AND COMMENT 
Chris Matteo, NC Shellfish Growers Assn., spoke in favor of larger floating structures being 
allowed within shellfish leases. (Written comments provided) 
 
Written Comments Received 
Kyle Frey, Crystal Coast Oysters, wrote in favor of larger floating structures within shellfish 
leases.  
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Chris Millis, NC Homebuilders Association, wrote regarding continued discussion of 7B CAMA 
Land Use Plans Enforceable Policies and suggested revisions.  
 
FLOATING STRUCTURES 
Proposed Amendments to 15A NCAC 7M .0600 and 7H .0208 – Floating Structures 
Associated with Shellfish Leases 
Daniel Govoni 
Daniel Govoni stated shellfish growers have requested floating structures as a workspace on 
shellfish leases. Based on input and feedback from shellfish growers, the Division of Marine 
Fisheries, the Coastal Federation and DCM staff, the commission instructed staff to proceed with 
developing draft rule language to allow floating structures at a DMF-approved shellfish leases. A 
list of management considerations from past discussions were used as concepts for possible rule 
language including navigational issues, resource impacts, aesthetics, marine sanitation, the size 
of the structure and time limits. When looking at possible rule amendments, we reached out to 
the Corps for their regulatory requirements. The Corps explained that NWP 48 allows floating 
bags, cages, and structures but not an enclosed structure so they would need a separate 
authorization.  In discussions with other states, we learned that some floating structures have 
required an Individual Permit from the Corps. We have also had preliminary discussions with 
DMF, Shellfish Sanitation, and DWR regarding their regulatory requirements. For the potential 
rule amendments, staff began with the CRC’s floating structure policy in the 7M section of your 
rules. Currently these policies do not allow a floating structure within a shellfish lease. A 
sentence was added in 7M .0603 which states that a floating structure is allowed within a 
shellfish lease authorized by DMF. We also drafted Specific Use Standards to address the 
management considerations such as: navigation; siting criteria; anchoring; marine sanitation; and 
dimensions. The standards require that the structures shall not block navigation, not be located 
over shellfish beds or SAV and shall have 18-inches of water at low tide to prevent the structure 
from sitting on the bottom within a primary nursery area, and the structure shall be limited to a 
maximum of 450 square feet and shall not be attached to permanent moorings. To address 
aesthetics and sanitation concerns the amendments prohibit second story and habitation, require 
approved sanitation devices, and any requirements by DMF to reduce bird or mammal waste. 
After discussions with DMF, staff felt it is appropriate to allow these structures for the life of the 
lease and only one structure is allowed within a shellfish lease. We are currently in discussions 
with DMF and DEQ legal counsel, and plan to bring a recommendation back to both 
commissions.  
 
Braxton Davis stated that DCM intends to seek further guidance from the Department of 
Environmental Quality on these standards and on the overall lease approval/permitting processes 
at DMF and DCM. For example, a lease issued by DMF is intended to resolve conflicts through 
siting criteria and authorize gear through the management plan submitted to DMF as part of the 
lease application. Violations within a lease would result in a breach of contract with DMF. Once 
the lease is authorized, the CRC could develop standards regarding what is allowed within the 
lease by way of a CAMA permit, but there may not be a need to duplicate all or part of these 
reviews. Historically, DCM has only had a commenting role in DMF leases. Jacob Boyd is 
present from DMF and can answer any questions the Commission may have on the lease process.  
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Phil Norris stated we should support shellfish growers, but there should be standards. Trace 
Cooper stated the lease process needs some work and while there is support for the industry, 
there isn’t enough information to alleviate conflicts of water column leases and structures within 
them. Commission Cooper further stated he would not support these structures outside of 
permitted marinas. Robert High asked if there is a limit on the number of leases one person could 
have and the possibility of a floating structure on each lease within a 50-acre tract. Jacob Boyd 
stated these are some of the details that still need to be discussed. Bob Emory asked to discuss 
the absence of rules and whether it hinders the industry while the details are being worked on. 
Jacob Boyd stated it would be more of an impediment to rush through this process without 
considering all potential conflicts. Larry Baldwin commented that this is a good step towards 
helping the shellfish industry. Neal Andrew stated there is discrepancy in the size limitations 
proposed and the size request from the growers. Commissioner Baldwin stated riparian property 
owner notification needs to be incorporated into the process and there should be a limit on the 
number of structures allowed in areas with more than one lease. Chair Cahoon stated this issue 
will be discussed further at the February CRC meeting.  
 
CAMA Land Use Plans 
Continued Discussion of Amendments to 15A NCAC 7B CAMA Land Use Plans – 
Enforceable Policies (CRC 21-36) 
Tancred Miller 
Tancred thanked Gregory Rudolph for his work on the CRC’s Science Panel and for leading the 
Coastal Resources Advisory Council as Chair. Tancred also congratulated Braxton Davis for his 
10 years of service to the State of North Carolina as Division Director.  
 
At the September Commission, meeting, staff presented proposed amendments to Subchapter 7B 
that would require local governments to clarify which of their land use policies exceed the 
Commission’s coastal development rules, and which polices the local government wishes the 
Division to enforce during CAMA permitting reviews. The Commission’s Subchapter 7B rules 
define the template that local land use plans must follow, and the topics that must be addressed to 
be certified by the Commission, but do not prohibit a local government from adopting policies or 
ordinances that are more stringent than the Commission’s standards or establishing standards for 
development activities that the Commission’s rules do not address. Since the last meeting, staff 
has reviewed a September 14th comment letter from Mr. Chris Millis, Director of Regulatory 
Affairs for the NC Home Builders Association, regarding the proposed amendments. The letter 
expressed support for the goal of clarifying enforceable policies, but also concern that the 
amendments alter existing powers that the Commission gives to local governments, enabling 
them to adopt ordinances that exceed the Commission’s authority to enforce, putting the 
amendments in conflict with existing law. Per our discussion with DCM and CRC counsel, the 
proposed amendments do not grant any new authority to local governments, nor do they seek to 
expand the commission’s existing permitting authority. G.S. 160A-174 expressly authorizes a 
local government to adopt a standard that is more stringent than a State standard, and G.S. 113A-
120(a)(8) requires the Division to deny a CAMA permit application that is inconsistent with a 
local land use plan. It is also important to note that CRC certification of a local land use plan is 
an acknowledgement that the plan has fulfilled the required planning elements under Subchapter 
7B; a local government has the freedom to include any desired standard within its legislative 
authority. Staff has added language to the proposed amendment to clarify that the term 
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“exceeding” refers to a policy that is more stringent than a Commission development standard, 
or to an activity for which the Commission has no standard and is within the Commission’s 
jurisdiction by requiring a CAMA permit. 
 
Bob Emory made a motion to approve amendments to 15A NCAC 07B as presented for 
public hearing. Trace Cooper seconded the motion. The motion passed with nine votes in 
favor (Cooper, Wills, Medlin, Andrew, Cahoon, Salter, Emory, Norris, High) and one 
opposed (Baldwin).  
 
ACTION ITEMS 
Consideration of Fiscal Analysis 15A NCAC 07H .0208(b)(6) & 07H .1200 – Structural 
Boat Covers (CRC 21-39) 
Mike Lopazanski 
Mike Lopazanski stated these amendments address canvas over fixed frames and will permit 
them similarly to boat houses. There is no additional cost to property owners because of these 
amendments. The fiscal analysis has been approved by DEQ and OSBM. Staff recommends 
approval of the fiscal analysis for public hearing.  
 
Neal Andrew made a motion to approve the fiscal analysis for 15A CAC 07H .0208 and 
07H .1200 for public hearing. Phil Norris seconded the motion. The motion passed 
unanimously (Cooper, Wills, Medlin, Andrew, Baldwin, Cahoon, Salter, Emory, Norris, 
High).   
 
Consideration of fiscal analysis 15A NCAC 07H .0308 & 07H .1800 – General Permit for 
Beach Bulldozing (CRC 21-40) 
Ken Richardson 
Ken Richardson stated these amendments address new dune creation within Inlet Hazard Areas 
and restoration of existing dunes. The fiscal analysis for these amendments indicates a minimal 
impact with no increase in costs to local governments or NCDOT. This analysis has been 
approved by the Department and OSBM. Staff recommends approval of the fiscal analysis for 
public hearing.  
 
Neal Andrew made a motion to approve the fiscal analysis for 15A NCAC 07H .0308 and 
07H .1800. Doug Medlin seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously (Cooper, 
Wills, Meldin, Andrew, Baldwin, Cahoon, Salter, Emory, Norris, High). 
 
Consideration of Fiscal Analysis 15A NCAC 07J .0405 – Modifications (CRC 21-41) 
Curt Weychert 
Curt Weychert stated these amendments apply to both major and minor modifications to CAMA 
Major Permits. These amendments will provide staff with guidance on when a modification is 
considered major or minor.  This change will reduce the burden on Minor Permit holders when 
notifying adjacent property owners of modifications of approved Minor Permits as well as 
correcting the fee schedule for Major Modifications to Major Permits. This fiscal analysis has 
been reviewed and approved by OSBM and staff recommends approval of the analysis for public 
hearing. 
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Neal Andrew made a motion to approve the fiscal analysis for 15A NCAC 07J .0405 for 
public hearing. Bob Emory seconded the motion. The motion passed unanimously (Cooper, 
Wills, Medlin, Andrew, Baldwin, Cahoon, Salter, Emory, Norris, High).  
 
LEGAL UPDATES 
Update on Litigation of Interest to the Commission (CRC 21-32) 
Shawn Maier, serving as CRC Counsel, reviewed all active and pending litigation of interest to 
the CRC.  
 
 
 
With no further business, the CRC adjourned. 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 

     AMW 
              
Braxton Davis, Executive Secretary    Angela Willis, Recording Secretary 
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Goebel, Christine A

From: Davis, Braxton C <Braxton.Davis@NCDENR.Gov>
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2015 11:00 AM
To: Mairs, Robb L
Subject: FW: FW: hay bales vs. sand fencing

 
 
------------------ 
Braxton Davis 
Director, NC Division of Coastal Management 
400 Commerce Avenue 
Morehead City, NC 28557 
(252) 808-2808 ext. 202 
 
Please visit www.nccoastalmanagement.net to subscribe to  
Coastal Management’s quarterly newsletter, the CAMAgram.  

E-mail correspondence to and from this address is subject to the  
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 
 
From: Davis, Braxton C  
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 2:56 PM 
To: 'Matthews, Kathryn' 
Cc: Dunn, Maria T.; John Ellis 
Subject: RE: FW: hay bales vs. sand fencing 
 
Good points and questions Kathy – the idea would be to test how they work and how they hold up, and if the 
tests are positive, we could propose amending our current rule that exempts sand fencing (with specific 
dimensions and orientation) from permitting. That rule change would take a while to get done and would 
involve further discussions, public input, etc., so for now we are only considering this as a minor permit. We 
would also look to avoid placement in overwash areas. 
 
Thanks for your quick response! 
 
------------------ 
Braxton Davis 
Director, NC Division of Coastal Management 
400 Commerce Avenue 
Morehead City, NC 28557 
(252) 808-2808 ext. 202 
 
Please visit www.nccoastalmanagement.net to subscribe to  
Coastal Management’s quarterly newsletter, the CAMAgram.  

E-mail correspondence to and from this address is subject to the  
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 
 
From: Matthews, Kathryn [mailto:kathryn_matthews@fws.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 2:49 PM 
To: Davis, Braxton C 
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Cc: Dunn, Maria T.; John Ellis 
Subject: Re: FW: hay bales vs. sand fencing 
 
Thanks, Braxton. 
 
We don't have much more concerns for these structures than for sand fencing. I understand this is a pilot project 
to see how well it works, right? Or are they seeking permission to use hay bales from now on instead of sand 
fence? 
 
My other thought is that hopefully these structures are being placed only in front of homes, and not in front of 
undeveloped overwash areas.  
 
Thanks, 
Kathy 
 
On Wed, Jun 3, 2015 at 2:27 PM, Davis, Braxton C <Braxton.Davis@ncdenr.gov> wrote: 

picture attached, thanks! 

 

------------------ 

Braxton Davis 

Director, NC Division of Coastal Management 

400 Commerce Avenue 

Morehead City, NC 28557 

(252) 808-2808 ext. 202 

 

Please visit www.nccoastalmanagement.net to subscribe to  
Coastal Management’s quarterly newsletter, the CAMAgram.  

E-mail correspondence to and from this address is subject to the  

North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

 

From: Davis, Braxton C  
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 2:16 PM 
To: 'maria.dunn@ncwildlife.org'; 'Matthews, Kathryn' 
Subject: hay bales vs. sand fencing 

 

Maria and Kathy – 
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DCM has a unique request from Figure Eight Island to obtain a CAMA Minor Permit to use hay bales instead of 
sand fencing as a case study for dune creation/restoration. Their proposal is intended to address the debris that is 
often left after storms with something that may be less expensive and more environmentally sound in the sense 
that hay bales may quickly and harmlessly deteriorate if exposed to beach erosion or storms. The hay bales 
would need to conform with our existing rules for sand fencing, i.e. no more than 10 feet in length from the toe 
of the frontal dune, at least 7 feet apart and at an angle of no less than 45 degrees to the shoreline, above normal 
high water and not impeding beach access. We would also want to restrict the size (height) of hay bales to 
similar dimensions of sand fencing. 

 

We don’t normally ask for agency comments on minor permits, but in this case I wanted to know if either of 
your agencies have any comments, concerns or suggestions, or if you are comfortable with our Division moving 
forward with this as long as we keep the dimensions and orientation generally the same as our rules allow for 
sand fencing. 

 

Thanks in advance, 

Braxton 

 

Braxton C. Davis 

Director 

NC Division of Coastal Management 

 

400 Commerce Ave 

Morehead City, NC 28557 

(252) 808-2808 Extension 202 

Braxton.Davis@ncdenr.gov 

 

 

Please visit www.nccoastalmanagement.net to subscribe to  
Coastal Management’s quarterly newsletter, the CAMAgram.  

E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the 

North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 
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Email correspondence to and from this sender is subject to the N.C. Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 
 
 
 
 
--  
Kathy Matthews 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
Raleigh Ecological Services 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
P.O. Box 33726 
Raleigh, NC 27636-3726 
Phone 919-856-4520 x27 
Email kathryn_matthews@fws.gov 
 
FWS.GOV/RALEIGH | Facebook | YouTube | Flickr | 
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Goebel, Christine A

From: Dunn, Maria T. <maria.dunn@ncwildlife.org>
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 1:12 PM
To: Mairs, Robb L
Subject: RE: hay bales vs. sand fencing

Seems pretty good, though I didn’t see anything regarding planting. That wasn’t covered in rule, so I’m not sure you 
would be able to include as a condition, but it would help determine the effectiveness of the bales stand alone. 
Please share the pictorial documentation as it becomes available. 
Thanks. 
 
------------------------------  
 
Maria T. Dunn 
Coastal Coordinator 
 
NC Wildlife Resources Commission 
943 Washington Sq. Mall 
Washington, NC 27889 
office: 252-948-3916  
fax: 252-975-3716 
 
www.ncwildlife.org 
       

Email correspondence to and from this sender is subject to the N.C. Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

From: Mairs, Robb L  
Sent: Thursday, August 27, 2015 9:33 AM 
To: Dunn, Maria T. 
Subject: RE: hay bales vs. sand fencing 
 
Please review. 
 
Thanks! 
 

From: Dunn, Maria T.  
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 4:24 PM 
To: Mairs, Robb L 
Subject: FW: hay bales vs. sand fencing 
 
FYI. 
 
------------------------------  
 
Maria T. Dunn 
Coastal Coordinator 
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NC Wildlife Resources Commission 
943 Washington Sq. Mall 
Washington, NC 27889 
office: 252-948-3916  
fax: 252-975-3716 
 
www.ncwildlife.org 

       

 

Email correspondence to and from this sender is subject to the N.C. Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 
 
 
 

 
 

From: Davis, Braxton C  
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 3:55 PM 
To: Matthews, Kathryn; Dunn, Maria T. 
Subject: RE: hay bales vs. sand fencing 
 
Thank you both for your responses! We will keep you posted as this progresses and take all of your 
recommendations into account as we work on the minor permit. 
 
Take care, 
Braxton 
 
------------------ 
Braxton Davis 
Director, NC Division of Coastal Management 
400 Commerce Avenue 
Morehead City, NC 28557 
(252) 808-2808 ext. 202 
 
Please visit www.nccoastalmanagement.net to subscribe to  
Coastal Management’s quarterly newsletter, the CAMAgram.  

E-mail correspondence to and from this address is subject to the  
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 
 
From: Matthews, Kathryn [mailto:kathryn_matthews@fws.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 3:01 PM 
To: Dunn, Maria T. 
Cc: Davis, Braxton C 
Subject: Re: hay bales vs. sand fencing 
 
Thanks Maria, I agree with all of your recommendations. 
 
Kathy 
 
On Wed, Jun 3, 2015 at 2:57 PM, Dunn, Maria T. <maria.dunn@ncwildlife.org> wrote: 

Braxton, 
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Thank you for forwarding the project notice and asking for resource agency input.  

 

I am familiar with the project proposal and believe the idea could have merit. It appears from an earlier 
endeavor that the bales will do reasonably well catching the sand. 

 

However, since this is a new material proposal that is not covered in rule, it would be nice to only allow the bale 
installation on an experimental basis. Perhaps “monitoring” could be done post installation to show bale 
effectiveness, material durability, and potential affects to habitat. Concerns that would be addressed by this 
would be the intactness / decomposition of the bales and their impediment to turtle nesting and the breakdown 
and accumulation of material in overwash areas. Obviously the latter would be a more site specific concern. 
“Monitoring” could be picture documentation on a monthly / seasonal / storm event basis (nothing intensive) 
and a basic statement regarding bale decomposition. I believe installing the bales, as were done in the circulated 
photo, would be the project limit NCWRC would like to see at this time. Moving additional bales up the dune or
down the beach could be discussed as the success of the project is monitored. We would have no concern with 
plantings once sand has accumulated, but it would be good to leave a portion of the area unplanted just to note 
project effectiveness without planting over time. To minimize impacts to wildlife, any ties or ropes should be 
removed from the bales during installation. 

 

If there is anyway myself or other staff can be of assistance, please do not hesitate to call. I am interested in the 
project and would like to continue to be included in any updates. 

 

Take care, 

Maria 

 

------------------------------  

 

Maria T. Dunn 

Coastal Coordinator 

 

NC Wildlife Resources Commission 

943 Washington Sq. Mall 

Washington, NC 27889 
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office: 252-948-3916  
fax: 252-975-3716 

 

www.ncwildlife.org 

    

 

Email correspondence to and from this sender is subject to the N.C. Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Davis, Braxton C  
Sent: Wednesday, June 03, 2015 2:16 PM 
To: Dunn, Maria T.; Matthews, Kathryn 
Subject: hay bales vs. sand fencing 

 

Maria and Kathy – 

DCM has a unique request from Figure Eight Island to obtain a CAMA Minor Permit to use hay bales instead of 
sand fencing as a case study for dune creation/restoration. Their proposal is intended to address the debris that is 
often left after storms with something that may be less expensive and more environmentally sound in the sense 
that hay bales may quickly and harmlessly deteriorate if exposed to beach erosion or storms. The hay bales 
would need to conform with our existing rules for sand fencing, i.e. no more than 10 feet in length from the toe 
of the frontal dune, at least 7 feet apart and at an angle of no less than 45 degrees to the shoreline, above normal 
high water and not impeding beach access. We would also want to restrict the size (height) of hay bales to 
similar dimensions of sand fencing. 

 

We don’t normally ask for agency comments on minor permits, but in this case I wanted to know if either of 
your agencies have any comments, concerns or suggestions, or if you are comfortable with our Division moving 
forward with this as long as we keep the dimensions and orientation generally the same as our rules allow for 
sand fencing. 
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Thanks in advance, 

Braxton 

 

Braxton C. Davis 

Director 

NC Division of Coastal Management 

 

400 Commerce Ave 

Morehead City, NC 28557 

(252) 808-2808 Extension 202 

Braxton.Davis@ncdenr.gov 

 

 

Please visit www.nccoastalmanagement.net to subscribe to  
Coastal Management’s quarterly newsletter, the CAMAgram.  

E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the 

North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

 

 

 
Email correspondence to and from this sender is subject to the N.C. Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 
 
 
 
 
--  
Kathy Matthews 
Fish and Wildlife Biologist 
Raleigh Ecological Services 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
P.O. Box 33726 
Raleigh, NC 27636-3726 
Phone 919-856-4520 x27 
Email kathryn_matthews@fws.gov 
 
FWS.GOV/RALEIGH | Facebook | YouTube | Flickr | 
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 CRC-22-04 
 

January 28, 2022 
 

MEMORANDUM  
 
TO:   Coastal Resources Commission  
FROM:  Curt Weychert  
SUBJECT:  Amendments to 15A NCAC 7K .0212 – Installation and Maintenance of Sand Fencing 
 
At the last CRAC Meeting, members of the Advisory Council requested Staff to investigate the use of 
hay bales as an addition to the existing exemption rule language of 15A NCAC 7K .0212 Installation and 
Maintenance of Sand Fencing.  Due to concerns regarding the marine debris associated with structural 
accessways, gazebos, and particularly sand fencing resulting from storm events, the use of hay bales has 
been suggested as a natural, biodegradable material to be used for trapping and storing sand.   
 
Sand fencing is a mechanism used within the Ocean and Inlet Hazard AECs to capture and store sand 
from aeolian transport within the coastal dune system. Over time, naturally and through plantings, 
vegetation is allowed to naturalize and stabilize the dunes further.  Currently, sand fencing can be 
authorized through a CAMA Minor Development Permit, or if it meets the rule language of 15A NCAC 
7K .0212, the activity is considered minor maintenance and improvements under section .0200 and 
therefore exempt from the permit requirements of the CAMA.  However, the use of hay bales is not 
mentioned in the current exemption rule language as an approved material/method of sand fencing and 
would require a CAMA Minor Development Permit.   
 
The criteria associated with the use of sand fencing was originally established in 2002, and has been 
implemented across the state (through CAMA minor permitting and exemptions) to stabilize dunes and 
dune vegetation.  In 2015, a CAMA Minor Permit was issued to two properties in Figure 8 Island to 
serve as a “pilot study” regarding the efficacy and longevity of the use of hay bales as an alternative 
material to traditional sand fencing.  While the haybales did not last for more than a few months, early 
site visits and photographs indicated that hay bales did capture and hold sand within the first month of 
placement on the site.  This permit was considered a study and had reporting requirements conditioned 
on the permit to provide DCM, NC Wildlife Resources Commission (WRC), and US Fish and Wildlife 
Service with updates regarding displacement, turtle interactions, and storm-related performance.  
However, the hay bales were not in place long enough for long-term study or analysis.    
 
The following are the existing criteria for sand fencing exempt from CAMA Permit requirements: 
 

• Sand fencing must not impede public access to the beach for recreation, emergency vehicles, or 
public access. 

• Sand fencing must not impede or entrap sea turtle hatchlings. 
• Any damaged, or nonfunctional sand fencing is to be removed by the homeowner. 
• Sand fencing is identified as evenly spaced, vertical wooden slats less than 5 feet tall connected 

by wire and supported by no wooden posts or stakes larger than a 2” x 4” or 3” diameter.   
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• Placement of sand fencing is to be as landward as possible as to not interfere with nesting sea 
turtles and is not authorized on the wet sand beach area. 

• Any sand fencing not placed landward of the crest of primary or frontal dune, must be angled no 
less than 45° to the shoreline, not exceed 10 feet in length, and placed no less than 7 feet apart.   

 
The experimental Minor Permit issued on Figure 8 Island followed the same criteria listed above, 
however the permit conditions limited the vertical extent to the height of one bale as per the request of the 
NC WRC. Recommendations from resource agencies also included removal of all bindings or ties on the 
bales to prevent entanglement with threatened or endangered species.   
 
In further conversations with WRC, there are continuing concerns regarding the use of hay bales for sand 
fencing.  These concerns include the effects of temperature of the bales in relation to nesting sea turtles, 
retention of moisture that could cause biological contamination of the area, and the potential introduction 
of invasive diseases, species, or non-native plants.  The WRC also voiced concerns of the scope and scale 
of these projects moving forward without the proper amount of review and replication of these pilot 
studies.   
 
The Division has identified several pros and cons in review of this recommendation from the CRAC for 
the use of hay bales as sand fencing: 

+  Hay Bales are a natural, readily available, inexpensive, and bio-degradable material for sand 
capture 

+  Can be installed under the same requirements required by 15NCAC 07K.0212 
+  May reduce the amount of marine debris generated after storm-events 
- Lack of testing done on various shorelines along the NC coastline 
- Potential negative interactions with wildlife: 
- Moisture-associated bacteria, mold, introduced pathogens 
- Temperature/sediment differences 
- Reduced longevity/efficacy 
- Potential for increased footprint (bales v. fencing) and interaction with threatened or endangered 

species (bales may therefore be subject to initial placement during times when interactions would 
be less likely) 

 
Recommendation:  
 
To date, no CAMA permit applications for the use of hay bales as sand fencing have been denied. At this 
time, DCM Staff recommend maintaining the current minor permitting process for hay bales until more 
information can be gathered from multiple sites across the state and further analyzed by resource 
agencies.  
 
I look forward to discussing this information at your February 2022 meeting. 
 
ATTACHMENT A: 15A NCAC 07H .0212 INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF SAND 
FENCING  
 
ATTACHMENT B: IMAGES FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL SITE IN FIGURE 8 ISLAND 
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ATTACHMENT A: 
 
15A NCAC 07K .0212 INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF SAND FENCING 
Sand fences that are installed and maintained subject to the following criteria are exempt from the permit requirements 
of the Coastal Area Management Act: 

(1) Sand fencing may only be installed for the purpose of: building sand dunes by trapping wind blown 
sand; the protection of the dune(s) and vegetation (planted or existing). 

(2) Sand fencing shall not impede existing public access to the beach, recreational use of the beach or 
emergency vehicle access.  Sand fencing shall not be installed in a manner that impedes or restricts 
established common law and statutory rights of public access and use of public trust lands and 
waters. 

(3) Sand fencing shall not be installed in a manner that impedes, traps or otherwise endangers sea turtles, 
sea turtle nests or sea turtle hatchlings.  

(4) Non-functioning, damaged, or unsecured, sand fencing shall be immediately removed by the 
property owner. 

(5) Sand fencing shall be constructed from evenly spaced thin wooden vertical slats connected with 
twisted wire, no more than 5 feet in height.  Wooden posts or stakes no larger than 2" X 4" or 3" 
diameter shall support sand fencing. 

(6) Location. Sand fencing shall be placed as far landward as possible to avoid interference with sea 
turtle nesting, existing public access, recreational use of the beach, and emergency vehicle access. 
(a) Sand fencing shall not be placed on the wet sand beach area.  
(b) Sand fencing installed parallel to the shoreline shall be located no farther waterward than 

the crest of the frontal or primary dune; or 
(c) Sand fencing installed waterward of the crest of the frontal or primary dune shall be 

installed at an angle no less than 45 degrees to the shoreline.  Individual sections of sand 
fence shall not exceed more than 10 feet in length (except for public accessways) and shall 
be spaced no less than seven feet apart, and shall not extend more than 10 feet waterward 
of the following locations, whichever is most waterward, as defined in 15A NCAC 7H 
.0305:  the first line of stable natural vegetation, the toe of the frontal or primary dune, or 
erosion escarpment of frontal or primary dune; and 

(d) Sand fencing along public accessways may equal the length of the accessway, and may 
include a 45 degree funnel on the waterward end. The waterward location of the funnel 
shall not exceed 10 feet waterward of the locations identified in Item (6)(c) of this Rule. 

 
History Note: Authority G.S. 113A-103(5)c.;  

Eff. August 1, 2002. 
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ocean isle 
B E A C H 

January 10, 2023 

Crossley McIntosh Collier Hanley & Edes, P.L.L.C. 

Attn: Brian Edes 

5002 Randall Parkway 

Wilmington, NC 28403 

RE: Ocean Isle Beach Haybale Variance 

Dear Mr. Edes: 

Faced with chronic erosion along portions of the town's ocean front shoreline, the Town of Ocean Isle 

Beach worked with the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) to implement the town's Federal Coastal 

Storm Risk Management (CSRM) beach nourishment project in 2001. While the CSRM beach 

nourishment project was first authorized in 1966 to provide nourishment along a 3.25-mile section of 

the town's oceanfront shoreline, it did not include the easternmost portion of the town due to high 

rates of erosion associated with Shallotte Inlet. Over the years, this erosion had claimed several roads, 

houses, and infrastructure along the east end of the island. 

The initial construction of the CSRM project occurred in 2001 and was followed by 4 subsequent 

renourishment events. But the eastern end of the CSRM project and the portion of the Town not 

included in the CSRM project further to the east continued to experience high erosion rates due to the 

influence of Shallotte Inlet. Even within the CSRM project area, the federal government had to maintain 

a short renourishment interval, requiring sand placement approximately every 3 years. The Town 

attempted to place sand as an add-on project to the Federal renourishment project in 2007, but the 

sand was short lived. In an attempt to temporarily hold the line and protect the homes, roadways, and 

infrastructure in the area from the encroaching sea, homeowners and the town constructed a 1,500 ft 

long sandbag revetment. Even with all of these efforts, very little dry beach remained along portions of 

the town's developed east end resulting in diminished recreational opportunities on the beach and 

virtually no sea turtle nesting habitat. 

Recognizing the need for a more adaptive approach at managing the Town's overall shoreline 

management program, the town retained Coastal Protection Engineering of North Carolina, Inc. (CPE) 

in 2011 to begin to explore alternatives to improving project performance along the east end and 

protecting the public and private development on the east end of the town. The results of that effort 

suggested that the construction of a terminal groin located just east of the easternmost development 

on the island could serve as feasible solution. The town then worked with CPE to move forward with 
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the design and permitting process for the proposed terminal groin project, formally called the "Ocean 

Isle Beach Shoreline Protection Project". The project involved two major components: 1) the 

construction of the terminal groin structure and 2) pre-filling the fillet which entailed placing beach fill 

along a ~3,000 ft stretch of shoreline on the updrift (west) side of the structure. By 2017, permits were 

obtained, and the Town was poised to implement the much needed project when litigation delayed the 

construction of the project. By March 2021, the litigation was resolved and the Town moved forward 

with implementing the project. Fortuitously, the construction of the terminal groin coincided with the 

construction of the 5th CSRM nourishment event. This allowed the town to make use of the USACE's 

dredging contractor, Norfolk Dredging, Inc., to provide the required fill within the terminal groin's fillet 

without having to incur additional mobilization/demobilization costs. The terminal groin structure was 

constructed by Coastal Design & Construction (CDC) between mid-November 2021 and mid-April 2022. 

The CSRM project and the terminal groin's associated fillet was constructed by Norfolk Dredging, Inc. 

between mid-February and early April 2022. 

I along with Mayor Debbie Smith attended the Coastal Resources Advisory Council (CRAC)/Coastal 

resources Commission (CRC) meeting in November 2021 in Atlantic Beach, NC and I subsequently 

attended the CRC meeting in February 2022 in Beaufort, NC. At each of these meetings, haybales were 

discussed as being used as a sand fence alternative. As a result of these meetings, it was decided by 

the Town to purse the installation of haybales along various sections of the east end of the island. The 

minor permit application for the haybales coincided with the completion of our terminal groin 

construction (April 2022). 

If you have any additional questions regarding the importance of this project and the importance of dune 

building along the oceanfront, please contact me at 910-579-2166. 

Thank you, 

��WL/4 
Justin W. Whiteside 

Asst. Town Administrator 

Town of Ocean Isle Beach 

Enc. 
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https://digital-camscanner.onelink.me/P3GL/g26ffx3k
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From: Brock, Brendan O <brendan.brock@ncdenr.gov>  

Sent: Friday, May 6, 2022 12:35 PM 

To: Dunn, Maria T. <maria.dunn@ncwildlife.org> 

Cc: Keith Dycus <keith@oibgov.com> 

Subject: Re: Ocean Isle hay bales 

 

Good Afternoon Maria, 

I have attached the minor permit application and a supplemental drawing showing which sites will use 

hay bales and which will use pine straw. DCM requested they try both types of material so we could 

compare the effectiveness of each type.   

 

Brendan Brock 

Field Representative  

NC Division of Coastal Management 

Department of Environmental Quality 

 

910 796-7270    office 

brendan.brock@ncdenr.gov 

127 Cardinal Drive Ext 

Wilmington, NC 28405 

 

   

  

 

 

 

From: Dunn, Maria T. <maria.dunn@ncwildlife.org> 

Sent: Friday, May 6, 2022 11:04 AM 

To: Brock, Brendan O <brendan.brock@ncdenr.gov> 

Subject: Ocean Isle hay bales  
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Good morning Brendan. I hope you are doing well. 

  

I noticed the Town of Ocean Isle has a permit notice on site for the installation of hay bales. I just can’t 

seem to find the application, could you forward it to me? NCWRC has concern with the use of hay bales 

or pine straw bales for sand capture and would like to review any proposal to determine impacts that 

may occur as a result of their use. Important information includes design, linear distance along shore, 

distance from the dune, MHW, etc. Impacts that may be imposed include but are not limited to 

introduction of invasives (insects, bacteria, etc.), fill of habitat areas (ultimately removing habitat use), 

increased organic material that creates voids in the sand as it decomposes, etc. 

  

Thank you. I understand comments are due May 9 and will try to get something to you once I receive 

the application.  

  

Maria 

  

------------------------------  

  

Maria T. Dunn 

Coastal Coordinator 

  

NC Wildlife Resources Commission 

943 Washington Sq. Mall 

Washington, NC  27889 

office: 252-948-3916    

  

www.ncwildlife.org 

        

 

Email correspondence to and from this sender is subject to the N.C. Public Records Law and may be 

disclosed to third parties. 
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May 10, 2022 
SENT VIA EMAIL 
Town of Ocean Isle Beach 
c/o Daisy Ivey 
111 Causeway Drive, 
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469 
 
SENT VIA EMAIL 
 
INCOMPLETE APPLICATION – Town of Ocean Isle Beach 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUIRED 
MINOR APPLICATION PERMIT NUMBER – OIB # 22-32 
PROJECT ADDRESS –  Various Beach Accesses along the East End of OIB 
Ocean Isle Beach, NC 28469 
 
Dear Ms. Ivey, 
 
The Division of Coastal Management’s Wilmington Regional office received a CAMA 
Minor Application request for the Town of Ocean Isle Beach from you on 4-14-2022, requesting 
approval for the installation of hay bales and pine straw for dune rebuilding at various public 
accesses along the east end of Ocean Isle Beach. During the review process, the Division of Coastal 
Management, in coordination with NC Wildlife Resources Commission (NCWRC) biologist Maria 
Dunn, has discovered that additional information is needed to complete the review process. 
Accordingly, I am requesting that you submit the following additional information on your work 
plats to this office: 
 

• Please use as-built surveys of the recently completed beach renourishment project as your 
work plat to give an accurate depiction of the project sites 

• Please include design specifics (height, spacing, angles) of proposed hay bale and pine straw 
bundles at each site (in accordance with NCAC 07H. 0311 and NCAC 07K .0212) 

• Location on the beach i.e. distance from existing dune/sandbag structure (in accordance 
with NCAC 07H. 0311 and NCAC 07K .0212) 

• Existing beach condition (dune grass, sand bags, slope) at each site 
• Linear distance of proposed hay bales/ pine straw at each site 
• Square footage of beach covered at each site 

 
In accordance with the Department of Environmental Quality regulations, we note that a certain 
time has passed while the application has remained in our office.  Upon resubmission of a complete 
application, a local decision will be made within 2 days, provided this period is not extended as 
provided by law. 
 
Respectfully yours, 

 
Brendan Brock 
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From: Brock, Brendan O <brendan.brock@ncdenr.gov>  

Sent: Friday, May 6, 2022 12:35 PM 

To: Dunn, Maria T. <maria.dunn@ncwildlife.org> 

Cc: Keith Dycus <keith@oibgov.com> 

Subject: Re: Ocean Isle hay bales 

 

Good Afternoon Maria, 

I have attached the minor permit application and a supplemental drawing showing which sites will use 

hay bales and which will use pine straw. DCM requested they try both types of material so we could 

compare the effectiveness of each type.   

 

Brendan Brock 

Field Representative  

NC Division of Coastal Management 

Department of Environmental Quality 

 

910 796-7270    office 

brendan.brock@ncdenr.gov 

127 Cardinal Drive Ext 

Wilmington, NC 28405 

 

   

  

 

 

 

From: Dunn, Maria T. <maria.dunn@ncwildlife.org> 

Sent: Friday, May 6, 2022 11:04 AM 

To: Brock, Brendan O <brendan.brock@ncdenr.gov> 

Subject: Ocean Isle hay bales  
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Good morning Brendan. I hope you are doing well. 

  

I noticed the Town of Ocean Isle has a permit notice on site for the installation of hay bales. I just can’t 

seem to find the application, could you forward it to me? NCWRC has concern with the use of hay bales 

or pine straw bales for sand capture and would like to review any proposal to determine impacts that 

may occur as a result of their use. Important information includes design, linear distance along shore, 

distance from the dune, MHW, etc. Impacts that may be imposed include but are not limited to 

introduction of invasives (insects, bacteria, etc.), fill of habitat areas (ultimately removing habitat use), 

increased organic material that creates voids in the sand as it decomposes, etc. 

  

Thank you. I understand comments are due May 9 and will try to get something to you once I receive 

the application.  

  

Maria 

  

------------------------------  

  

Maria T. Dunn 

Coastal Coordinator 

  

NC Wildlife Resources Commission 

943 Washington Sq. Mall 

Washington, NC  27889 

office: 252-948-3916    

  

www.ncwildlife.org 

        

 

Email correspondence to and from this sender is subject to the N.C. Public Records Law and may be 

disclosed to third parties. 
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Taken in front of 474 E. Third St. – Looking west toward 470 E. Third St. 
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Shallotte Blvd. – Looking east down E. Third St. 
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Backyard of 455 E. Third St. – Looking north toward homes on E. Fourth 
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469 E. Third St. – Looking east toward Holden Beach 
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From: Mairs, Robb L
To: jason.litteral@currituckcounty.gov; James Berge; KD Jackson; noah.gillam (noah.gillam@darenc.com); Cross,

Sandy; Donna Elliott; Cameron Ray; Ryan Lang; Kelly Wyatt; Lily Nieberding; Ed Snyder; Marcey Baum;
rob.testerman; david.lubelski@currituckcountync.gov; jgould@townofduck.com; jcaddy@elizabethcitync.gov;
arountree@elizabethcitync.gov; alawrence@elizabethcitync.gov; Heard, Joseph; meredith@kdhnc.com; Haskett,
Wes; jason.litteral@currituckcountync.gov; ray.bennett@pamlicocounty.org; pcbi@pamlicocounty.org; Jason
Litteral; Elisabeth Webster; Ansell, Jennifer; J.D. O"Neal; Sheila Slater; Foxworth, Eugene; Hartman, Gregg;
Gerald Jones; Sammy Graham; Tracy Barnes; dean.lombreglia@carteretcountync.gov; Haning, Phillip;
jason.carman@carteretcountync.gov; Steffey, Zachary; Jeff Hall; Michelle Eitner;
jeannie.drake@moreheadcitync.org; Annie Bunnell (Annie.Bunnell@moreheadcitync.org);
barb.lynch@moreheadcitync.org; Eggleston, Ryan T; Sarah Williams; Jim Taylor; clerk@townofpks.com; Chad
Strawn; Jason Frederick (jfrederick@cravencountync.gov); Lavelle, Don; Matthew Boswell; Allison McCollum;
Delane Jackson (manager@riverbendnc.org); Sammie Rogers; david_barnhardt@onslowcountync.gov; Kendrick
Stanton; Pat Donovan-Brandenburg; andy-bourland@jacksonvillenc.gov; Connie Marlowe; Boyett, Stephen;
mccall@villagebhi.org; ficalabash@atmc.net; Rhonda Wooten; Steve Edwards; jedge@ci.oak-island.nc.us;
Courtney Milliron; keith@oibgov.com; Whiteside, Justin; Kiley Barefoot; Katie Atkins; sdills@sunsetbeachnc.gov;
Carey White; CBouffard@nhcgov.com; Baena, Andres; wbiddle@nhcgov.com; Hardison, Jeremy;
gloria.abbotts@carolinabeach.org; haley.moccia@carolinabeach.org; John Batson; Bethany White;
twilson@towb.org; Oquinn, Robert; Deb Hill

Cc: Renaldi, Ronald; Spivey, Kelly; Styron, Heather M.; MacPherson, Tara; Howell, Jonathan; Simmons, Christy;
Carver, Yvonne; Davis, Ellie; Loeffler, Sarah W; Cynthia Rountree; Vaughan, Kent D; Staples, Shane; Grandy,
Ashley; Cannon, Amanda J; Guthrie, Kara L; Hall, Wayne P; Martin, Tina R; Amico, Patrick J; Dail, Jason; Hall,
Bryan L; Beachman, Kelsey; Brock, Brendan O; Pietila, Tanya K; Gerace, Kimberly J

Subject: Local Permit Officer Quarterly Reports DUE JAN 20th and Christmas Tree Guidance
Date: Tuesday, January 3, 2023 3:10:00 PM
Attachments: Christmas Tree Recycling Guidance 2022.pdf

image001.png

Good afternoon LPOs,
I hope everyone had a nice holiday season with your families and friends. The N.C. Division of
Coastal Management is providing the following guidance (attached) to property owners,
organizations and towns that plan to accept natural Christmas trees for use in dune restoration
and/or beach sand fencing.  Feel free to call us if you have any questions or need of assistance with
these requests.

Also, with the end of the 2nd quarter, we will soon be working to process your
reimbursements. In order to do so, we would like to receive all quarterly reports by 5 p.m. on
Friday, January 20, 2023.
Please submit all quarterly reports to your local field office:
Elizabeth City
Ella Godfrey
ella.godfrey@ncdenr.gov
 
Morehead City
Amanda Cannon
amanda.cannon@ncdenr.gov
 
Washington
Kent Vaughan
kent.vaughan@ncdenr.gov
 
Wilmington
Kimberly Gerace
Kimberly.Gerace@ncdenr.gov
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NC Division of Coastal Management Guidance for Recycling Natural Christmas Trees  
as Sand Fencing  


 
The N.C. Division of Coastal Management is providing the following guidance to property 
owners, organizations and towns that plan to accept natural Christmas trees for use in dune 
restoration and/or beach sand fencing.  


Natural Christmas trees may be used for sand fencing but must be free of decorations and should 
be placed in a manner that meets the State’s rules for sand fencing. 


Christmas trees should be placed as far landward as possible and should not impede existing 
public access to the beach, recreational use of the beach or emergency vehicle access. In 
addition, trees should not be installed in a manner that could impede, trap, or otherwise endanger 
sea turtles, nests or hatchlings when the nesting season returns in a few months. For example, 
trees should be installed at an angle no less than 45 degrees to the shoreline, no more than 10 feet 
seaward of the toe of the natural dune, and no less than seven feet between trees.  
 
If sand fencing is present, a seven-foot separation between trees and sand fencing sections must 
also be maintained. Rows should be single tree width and not installed in conjunction with sand 
fencing. Unvegetated beach berms, or created “starter dunes,” are not considered natural dunes. 
Trees should not be placed at the seaward toe of these berms, starter dunes, or on the open beach. 
 
To ensure compliance with all of the rules that apply to sand fencing, please review the standards 
outlined in 15A NCAC 07K .0212.  If the proposed layout of trees along the beachfront does not 
meet these criteria, applicants should submit a CAMA Minor Permit application for review. For 
more information, please contact the local CAMA permitting authority or appropriate DCM 
district office. 


 



http://reports.oah.state.nc.us/ncac/title%2015a%20-%20environmental%20quality/chapter%2007%20-%20coastal%20management/subchapter%20k/15a%20ncac%2007k%20.0212.pdf

https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/coastal-management/coastal-management-permits/minor-permit-applications

https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/coastal-management/about-coastal-management/dcm-offices-program-areas

https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/coastal-management/about-coastal-management/dcm-offices-program-areas






 
Thanks for all that you do and feel free to let me know if you need any assistance.
 
Robb Mairs
LPO Minor Permits Coordinator
North Carolina Division of Coastal Management
North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality
127 Cardinal Drive Extension
Wilmington, NC 28405
Office: (910) 796-7301
Cell: (910) 789-2577 (preferred)
Robb.Mairs@ncdenr.gov
 
Click HERE to Find the DCM Field Rep in your CAMA region.
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NC Division of Coastal Management Guidance for Recycling Natural Christmas Trees  
as Sand Fencing  

 
The N.C. Division of Coastal Management is providing the following guidance to property 
owners, organizations and towns that plan to accept natural Christmas trees for use in dune 
restoration and/or beach sand fencing.  

Natural Christmas trees may be used for sand fencing but must be free of decorations and should 
be placed in a manner that meets the State’s rules for sand fencing. 

Christmas trees should be placed as far landward as possible and should not impede existing 
public access to the beach, recreational use of the beach or emergency vehicle access. In 
addition, trees should not be installed in a manner that could impede, trap, or otherwise endanger 
sea turtles, nests or hatchlings when the nesting season returns in a few months. For example, 
trees should be installed at an angle no less than 45 degrees to the shoreline, no more than 10 feet 
seaward of the toe of the natural dune, and no less than seven feet between trees.  
 
If sand fencing is present, a seven-foot separation between trees and sand fencing sections must 
also be maintained. Rows should be single tree width and not installed in conjunction with sand 
fencing. Unvegetated beach berms, or created “starter dunes,” are not considered natural dunes. 
Trees should not be placed at the seaward toe of these berms, starter dunes, or on the open beach. 
 
To ensure compliance with all of the rules that apply to sand fencing, please review the standards 
outlined in 15A NCAC 07K .0212.  If the proposed layout of trees along the beachfront does not 
meet these criteria, applicants should submit a CAMA Minor Permit application for review. For 
more information, please contact the local CAMA permitting authority or appropriate DCM 
district office. 
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 North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission  
Cameron Ingram, Executive Director 

 
Mailing Address:  Habitat Conservation  •  1721 Mail Service Center  •  Raleigh, NC  27699-1721 

Telephone:    (919) 707-0220  •  Fax:    (919) 707-0028 

 
January 31, 2023 
 
Braxton Davis, Director 
North Carolina Division of Coastal Management 
NC Department of Environmental Quality 
400 Commerce Avenue 
Morehead City, NC  28557 
 
Re: Variance Petition – Town of Ocean Isle, Hay Bales Placement on Oceanfront Beach 
 
Dear Director Davis, 
 
Thank you for offering the NCWRC (NC Wildlife Resources Commission) an opportunity to 
provide comments on the variance request submitted by the Town of Ocean Isle dated January 
11, 2023. The 15A NCAC 07h .0311(c) specifies that NCWRC and USFWS (US Fish and 
Wildlife Service) shall have the opportunity to review CAMA permit applications for sand 
fencing to ensure it is not “installed in a manner that impedes, traps or otherwise endangers sea 
turtles, sea turtle nests or sea turtle hatchlings…[and] to determine whether or not the proposed 
design or installation will have an adverse impact on sea turtles or other threatened or 
endangered species.” This variance request has been reviewed in accordance with this statute.  
 

The Town of Ocean Isle has stated expense and availability of sand fencing as justification for 
this variance proposal to use bales as a tool to build or protect dunes. Additional information was 
not included in the proposal specific to the effectiveness or environmental considerations for bale 
substitution. NCWRC would like to emphasize that while there may be an opportunity to 
consider a related research project on bales as a potential alternative to sand fencing, we do not 
believe that such a study is appropriate for this project proposal. Additionally, a study could not 
be adequately designed and implemented in the timeframe this variance request would require. 
The development of such a research project should involve significant consultation between 
NCWRC, NCDCM and USFWS staff without the assumption that the results would benefit this 
specific project.  
 
We understand that your office is requesting better insight on our concerns and that science and 
literature references are scarce related to North Carolina specifically and for this scenario. In 
review of the literature references included in the Town’s petition, we do not think they offer 
similar circumstances to this proposal due to differences in environment, habitats, species 
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presence, type of material, design, and methodology. Therefore, we do not believe these 
references should be used by NCDCM to support the use of hay or straw bales on North Carolina 
beaches. Hopefully the challenges the Town has experienced in securing sand fencing have been 
or will be soon resolved. Therefore, we defer to the USFWS concerning the applicable science 
and literature for consideration of adverse impacts to sea turtles and other threatened and 
endangered species in relation to bales in not only North Carolina but range wide. The NCWRC 
supports the concerns as outlined in USFWS’s January 27, 2023 letter and has nothing additional 
to add. 
 
Lastly, previous comments shared by NCWRC regarding the adverse impact bales may have on 
important ocean habitats and species have not changed. We would like to note that we have not 
objected to the use of appropriately installed sand fencing to protect the Town’s interests as 
stated in their petition. These comments are specific to the substitution of traditional fencing with 
bales. We do not have any additional information to provide since our last letter. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment during this variance petition. Please do not hesitate to 
contact Maria Dunn at 252-495-5554 if there are additional comments or questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Shannon Deaton, P.E. // Chief 
Habitat Conservation Division 
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      January 27, 2023 
 
Braxton Davis, Director 
North Carolina Division of Coastal Management 
NC Department of Environmental Quality 
400 Commerce Avenue 
Morehead City, NC 28557 
 
Re:  Placement or Use of Hay Bales on the Beach  
 
Dear Mr. Davis, 
 
Thank you for your January 20, 2023 email, requesting comments from the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (Service) on the Town of Ocean Isle Beach’s petition for a variance from the 
Coastal Resources Commission (CRC).  The Town requests the authorization to use hay bales on 
the beach, within the same dimensions allowed for sand fencing.   
 
As stated in our June 16, 2022 email on the proposed project, the Service has concerns about the 
use of pine straw, oat or wheat straw, or hay bales on the beach due to the potential for 
obstruction of nesting habitat, introduction of invasive species or species not usually found in a 
beach environment (seeds, live plants, bacteria, or insects within a bale), potential changes to 
sand quality and water quality from the presence of bales, and decomposition of the bales.  To 
our knowledge, no studies have been conducted on the presence of bales on the beach, or how 
they weather, decompose, and are incorporated into the beach sand.  We are unaware of any 
other states that allow the placement of bales on the beach.  The Service has discussed our 
concerns with your staff in previous meetings.  A pilot project may provide additional 
information while officially avoiding a statewide approval of similar projects, but the Service is 
already aware of the use of pine straw bales on other North Carolina beaches (e.g. Nags Head), 
and just having those bales on the beach may give others the idea. We continue to recommend 
that the project not be authorized, due to potential adverse affects to nesting sea turtles and other 
oceanfront beach species.  
 
Federally listed species 
 
Federally listed species that are present in the proposed Ocean Isle Beach action area include 
nesting sea turtles, red knot, piping plover, and seabeach amaranth.  Although there is a potential 
for impacts to all of these species, our main concerns are for sea turtles and seabeach amaranth.  
 
Nesting sea turtles 
 
Sea turtle nests and eggs require clean sand that is easy for a sea turtle to dig in.  Native beach 
material such as light-colored sand is the best for digging of nests and incubation of sea turtle 
eggs.  While incubating, sea turtle eggs and embryos require adequate gas exchange across the 
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surface of the egg (oxygen and carbon dioxide), so the embryos do not suffocate.  In addition, in 
the nest location, certain ranges of sand moisture and temperature are required for successful 
incubation of sea turtle eggs, and these ranges are typically best supported by clean, native beach 
sand.  After incubation, the area between the nest and the surface must consist of sand that that 
allows hatchling sea turtles to dig their way to the surface.  Sediment, dense roots, or other 
materials that are significantly different from natural beach sand poses problems for the female 
sea turtle to dig her nest and deposit her eggs, and also poses problems for healthy incubation 
and hatching of sea turtle eggs.  
 
Installed bales may obstruct sea turtle nesting habitat.  When placed on otherwise good habitat, 
the bale blocks the area from being used.  There is the potential to entrap adult females or 
hatchlings behind them, making it harder for them to find the ocean.   
 
Bales may introduce nutrients to the sand, which may encourage the overgrowth of vegetation 
and make it more difficult for digging.  In other areas of the state, individuals use organic wheat 
or oat straw bales in raised beds as a growing medium for vegetables and flowers (Tullock 2015; 
http://joegardener.com/podcast/gardening-in-straw-bales/, accessed January 26, 2023; 
https://www.gardeners.com/how-to/straw-bale-gardens/8882.html, accessed January 26, 2023). 
 
Decomposition of the bale results in very high temperatures inside the bale.  It is unclear how 
these higher temperatures may affect a nest that is incubating close by.  The interior of oat/wheat 
straw bales may approach 130 to 140 degrees Fahrenheit once the interior of the bale begins to 
decompose (Tullock 2015; https://www.gardeners.com/how-to/straw-bale-gardens/8882.html, 
accessed January 26, 2023).  It is unclear how the high temperatures in the bales would affect 
surrounding sea turtle nesting habitat.  
 
If a bale traps enough wind-blown sand to be buried, it would still be incompatible material for a 
sea turtle nest, and it is unclear how a buried bale would affect the surrounding sand with respect 
to moisture levels, temperature, residual pesticides, and nutrients.  If a sea turtle dug a nest in an 
area where a bale decomposed or was buried, there is the potential that the temperatures and 
oxygen exchange will not be appropriate to allow the nest to incubate.  Bales that are not 
completely broken down would be an impediment to digging, and if the nest was dug directly 
next to a bale, the same issues could arise with temperature and gas exchange.   
 
Bales may fall apart rather quickly, especially in the sunlight during warm weather, and may 
collapse, spreading the contents of the bale across the beach.  However, the straw itself may 
persist for a year or more (http://joegardener.com/podcast/gardening-in-straw-bales/, accessed 
January 26, 2023; https://www.gardeners.com/how-to/straw-bale-gardens/8882.html, accessed 
January 26, 2023), littering the beach or washing into the water.  The decomposition process 
inside the bale relies on bacteria that are naturally present in the bale, and it is unclear how the 
bacteria may affect the nesting sands of the beach.  When a bale has decomposed, it forms 
compost, which presumably would be left on the beach.  Compost is not good habitat for sea 
turtle nests.  The Service believes that once a bale is used in an area, if it decomposes, it is likely 
that some project proponents will replace the decomposed bale over and over, resulting in a 
larger cumulative local impact from composted materials, incompatible nesting habitat, invasive 
species, residual pesticides, and nutrients.  
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There is the potential for a bale to harbor plant seeds or insects that are not typically found on a 
beach.  Plants (not hay or straw) may often sprout and grow in a bale for many months and 
produce additional seeds.  An insect nest such as an ant nest, could survive for months in a bale.  
Ants and other insects are known to prey on sea turtle eggs.  
 
Seabeach amaranth 
 
Installed bales would obstruct seabeach amaranth habitat.  It is unclear how the potential for 
nutrient or invasive species introduction may affect seabeach amaranth that sprout nearby.  
 
Defeo et al. (2009) cite biological invasions of both plants and animals as global threats to sandy 
beaches, with the potential to alter the food web, nutrient cycling and invertebrate assemblages.  
Although the extent of the threat is uncertain, this may be due to poor survey coverage more than 
an absence of invasions. 
 
General comments 
 

1. The Service does not recommend approval of the proposed pilot project or approval of 
any other bales on the beach, due to the potential impacts and also due to the ease with 
which these structures may be installed.  There is a foreseeable difficulty in enforcing 
compliance with any applicable requirements. The ease with which any capable adult 
could install bales on the shoreline makes it more difficult to adequately monitor 
compliance and enforce applicable restrictions.  Bales may be purchased for less than $10 
apiece at home improvement and gardening stores.  Although that in itself is not the 
concern, even a pilot project would compromise the ability of the state agencies to limit 
activities on other private properties.  There is great potential for the use of bales to 
proliferate on private and public properties with or without state authorization, which 
would pose an even greater cumulative risk to sea turtles and other beach wildlife.  Once 
one decomposed, another could quickly be set in the same place.  

 
2. Sandy beaches are naturally nutrient-poor and the species present have evolved to be 

successful in a nutrient-poor habitat.  Sandy ocean beaches generally receive nutrients 
from sources that originated in other environments (i.e. turtle eggs, wrack, washed-up 
macroalgae or carcasses), but these nutrient inputs are typically short-lived or seasonal 
(Diane et al. 2017).  Introduction of large amounts of decomposing hay/straw bales 
would introduce nitrogen and phosphorus to the beach and nearshore systems in excess of 
natural levels.  It is unclear what the impacts would be nutrient cycling, the food web, 
and macroinvertebrate species assemblages on the beach and in the nearshore.  Such 
impacts may be very difficult to measure with one pilot project, but could cumulatively 
have an adverse impact on local shoreline ecosystems and the species that use them.  

 
3. It does not seem that one bale is tall enough to catch significant amounts of sand. In 

Florida, when sand fencing is buried by more than 50% (typically at a height of 24 inches 
above existing ground), it is required to be removed because it often stops collecting sand 
(FDEP 2020).  Partially or completely buried bales would be difficult to remove, but 
would continue to obstruct nesting habitat and release nutrients and bacteria as it 
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decomposes beneath the surface.  Stacking multiple bales would only multiply the 
potential for impacts in a particular area.  

 
4. The presence of residual pesticides and herbicides in bales is likely, particularly for oat 

and wheat straw bales.  Hay bales are designed for feeding of animals and are less likely 
to carry pesticides.  Hay bales typically consist of Timothy grass, alfalfa, or Bermuda 
grass, and instead of persistent pesticides and herbicides, will have more seeds and live 
plant material that may sprout.  The impact that residual pesticides and herbicides may 
have on the sediment quality of the beach and water quality of the nearshore is unclear.  

 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this requested variance.  If you have questions, 
please contact Kathy Matthews at Kathryn_matthews@fws.gov. 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
 
 
      Pete Benjamin 
      Field Supervisor 
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Photos courtesy of Google 
Maps 2021

= Ocean Isle Beach
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2022

= Hay Bale/Pine Straw Project Locations
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2021-2022237



Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2021-2022238



Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2021-2022239



Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2021-2022240



Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2022

- Post groin installation looking west towards E. 3rd St. 
(Photo Credit: OIBmickey)
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2022

- Post groin installation looking east towards Shallotte 
Inlet. (Photo Credit: OIBmickey)
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Photo provided by Figure 8 Island 2015243



Photo provided by Figure 8 Island 2015244



Photo provided by Figure 8 Island 2015245



Photo provided by Figure 8 Island 2015246



Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2022

- Taken in front of 474 E. Third St. – Looking west toward 
470 E. Third St. during Hurricane Ian
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2022

- Backyard of 455 E. Third St. – Looking north toward 
homes on E. Fourth during Hurricane Ian
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2022

- 469 E. Third St. – Looking east toward Holden Beach 
during Hurricane Ian 
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2022

- Shallotte Blvd. – Looking east down E. Third St. during 
Hurricane Ian 
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2021251



Photo courtesy of DCM 2023

- Lumberton St. Beach Access 
- Proposed Pine Straw Bales
- Approximately 130ft from toe of berm to High Water Line

Approx. Toe of Berm
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2021253



Photo courtesy of DCM 2023

- Durham St. Beach Access
- Proposed Pine Straw Bales
- Approximately 179ft from toe of berm to High Water Line

Approx. Toe 
of Berm
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2021255



Photo courtesy of DCM 2023

- Charlotte St. Beach Access
- Proposed Pine Straw Bales
- Approximately 112ft from toe of berm to High Water Line

Approx. Toe of Berm
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2021257



Photo courtesy of DCM 2023

- Shallotte Blvd. Beach Access
- Proposed Hay Bales
- Approximately 212ft from toe of berm to High Water Line

Approx. Toe of Berm
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Photo courtesy of Petitioner 2021259



Photo courtesy of DCM 2023

- Columbia St. Beach Access
- Proposed Hay Bales
- Approximately 233ft from toe of berm to High Water Line

Approx. Toe of Berm
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Photo courtesy of DCM 2023

- East end of E. 3rd St.
- Proposed Hay Bales
- Approximately 300ft from toe of berm to High Water Line

Approx. Toe of Berm
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Graphic provided by DCM 262



Graphic provided by DCM 263
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